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ABSTRACT

INTO THE CRYSTAL BALL
THIRD WORLD MILITARY INDUSTRIES: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GLOBAL

ARMS TRANSFER SYSTEM AND U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS

Stephanie G. Neuman, Columbia lninversity

Since the late 1970s, the character of the world arms trade has changed.
Each year the transfer of technical data and industrial know-how has increased
in proportion to the sale of military end-items and new arms production
facilities have appeared, particularly in the third world. This paper examines
the implications of these developments for the industrialized world. It
analyzes the extent to which weapons production is increasing in the third
world, its impact on the structure of the world arms transfer system, and its
significance for U.S. interests.

Part I analyzes the quantitative and qualitative capabilities of third world
industries. It concludes that the number of LDCs producing major weapons will
not increase dramatically in the future; that LDC defense production will
remain a small fraction of the world's arms trade; and that military industries
in the third world will concentrate on older, less complicated defense items
relative to the more advanced and critical technoloqies manufactured in the
developed world. Third world countries will also continue to be dependent on
the major suppliers for the transfer of sophisticated weapons for their
inventories, for modern tooling and manufacturing equipment required to upqrade
their defense industries, for components demanding technically complex
production skills, such as jet engines, composite metals, etc. For those LOCs
with defense industries, licensing and coproduction agreements, and joint
ventures will increasingly be the vehicles through which military technology is
transferred.

Part II. concentrates on the disparities among arms producers and examines
various socio-economic factors which might explain the reasons for them. It
concludes that factors of scale, particularly the existence of a large military
to provide an adequate internal market, combined with adequate financial
resources to support the necessary industrial infrastructure determine a
state's comparative military industrial capabilities.

Part II1. examines developments in defense industrial production in other
parts of the world. It finds that the world military-industrial system, like
arms production in the third world, is structured by factors of scale and
comparative advantage. It concludes that as the military industries of states
grow, the inherent constraints of size and infrastructure create a
hierarchically structured world arms trade and production system. Although the
capabilities of individual countries may advance or decline as a by-product of
technological diffusion and political necessity, over time the unequal
distribution of resources among states will tend to ensure and perpetuate a
global hierarchy of capabilities.

Part IV. speculates on the world military industrial system and the role of
the U.S. in it. Extrapolating from trends in current data, the paper concludes
that despite the complexity of the emerging world arms transfer system, and the
changes it augurs for the global political and economic order, the United
States will remain a dominant power in the new balance.
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INTO THE CRYSTAL BALL

THIRD WORLD MILITARY INDUSTRIES: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES

Stephanie G. Neuman
Comparative Defense Studies Program
Columbia University

Introduction

Since the late 1970s, the character of the world arms trade has

been changing. For a larger number of countries technology, not

military end-items, has become the new medium of exchange. As the

transfer of technical data and industrial know-how has increased

in proportion to the sale of finished systems, new arms production

fac..Llities have appeared, particularly in the third world, throwing

traditional supplier-recipient relations into a state of flux.

The implications of these developments are not fully

understood or predictable. What is certain, however, is that the

emerging global military industrial system is already beginning

to pose new security dilemmas for decision-makers in supplier states.

This study analyzes the extent to which arms production is growing

in the third world, and its impact on the global arms trade and

military industrial system.

I am indebted to my research assistant, Christine Evans, who spent
long, arduous hours organizing and analyzing the data.

1For the purposes of thi s study, the term "third world" is used
synonymously with "developing", "less developed," "LDC",
"industrializing", "less industrialized", "newly industrializin",
countries or states.- These terms refer to the regions of Afra,
the Middle East, Latin America, and Asia (excluding Australia,
New Zealand, and Japan.)
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a. The Debate

A serious debate has been underway in American academic

and policy-making circles regardi.ng the shape of the international

system and the role of the major powers in it.1 Although several

schools of thought differ on U.S. foreign policy alternatives,

the current consensus now is to think of the international

system as increasingly interdependent and therefore beyond

the control of any one state or group of states. As communicat.ions

shrink the globe, a complex system of interdependencies,
2

and/or interconnected chessboards of issues, bind states

into every tighter relationships, eroding their ability to

determine foreign policy outcomes. 4 In this perceived new

world order (or disorder), the hegemony of the major powexs

is no longer pervasive, and foreign policy for them has-become less

an exercise in control over events than a process of adapting

to what is unavoidable and/or blocking t1hair most negative

effects.

1Some of the participants in the debate are: Kenneth Waltz,
"Theory of International Relations," in International Politics:
Handbook of Political Science, vol. 8, eds. Fred 1. Greenstein
and Nelson W. Polsby (Reading, Mass: Addison Wesley, 1975),
pp. 24-33; Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye," Power and Inter-
dependence (Boston, Mass.: Little Brown, 1977); Stanley
HoffmanPri.macy or World Order? (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979);
Earl Ravenal, Never Again: Learning from America's Foreian
Policy Failures, (Phila., Pa.: Temple University Press, 978);
ruce Russett, "The American Retreat from World Power," Politica
Science Quarterly, vol. 90, no. 1 (1975); James F. Petras,
"The Myth of the Decline of Capitalism," Telos, No. 28, (Summer
1976), pp. 181-87; Richard Rosecrance, e7-7merica as an

Ordinary Country: U.S. Foreign Policy and the Future, (Ithaca,

N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1976).

2Nye and Keohane, on. cit.

3Stanley Hoffmann, op. ci.

4Joseph S. Nye, Jr. "U.S. Power and Reagan Policy," Orbis,
vol. 26, no. 2 ( qr 1982), pp. 391-411 (pp. 391-39T-
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To some, the cause of political fragmentation can be

found in technology transfers. As Robert Gilpin writes:

The transfer of advanced techniques from advanced societies
to less advanced societies is undoubtedly one of the
most significant causes of he redistribution of power
in an international system.

To others it is specifically the proliferation of arms production

facilities to the LDCs which symptomize the disintegration of

hegemonical power. Steven E. Miller observes:

The indigenous weapons production phenomenon is one small
dimension of a much larger development: the diffusion
of power throughout the international system. This has
occurred in the economic and political realms as well
as in the military. In each case this has involved the
erosion of the incredible concentrations of political,
economic, and military power in thl hands of a small
number of large industrial states.

In this conception, interdependence is a zero-sum pie.

Indigenous production capabilities, specifically military production

capabilities, become a symbol not just of the growing self-sufficiency

of key third world producers, but of the erosion of the traditional

suppliers' influence as well. In the following pages, the validity

of these assumptions will be examined and discussed.

I Robert Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics (Cambridge
University Press, 1981), p. 180.

2 Steven E. Miller, "Arms and the Third World, The Indigenous Weapons
Production Phenomenon," unpublished paper prepared for The Programme
for Strategic and International Studies, The Graduate Institute
of International Studies, University of Geneva, 1980.

At
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B. A Stratified World Order.
-----------------------

TWO conclusions, based on observed trends derived from

the present writer's data, are presented to demonstrate -.e

actual potential of third world ilitary industries. Taken together

these conclusions offer an alternate view of the present and

future structure of the international system to th t presented

by the interdependency theorists.. It is postulated

here that: first, although the number of LDCs producing arms

and the amount of weapon systems they collectively -tanufacrure

are increasing,2 various factors are at work which significantly

constrain their capabilities; second, as a result, the intarnational

world order, as reflected by the shape of the world arms transfer

system, will remain heirarchical. In the real world, where resources

are inequitably distributed among states, dependence and

interdependence are relative not absolute values. Lar-U uell-

endowed states have more leverage than other states, and will

therefore, by their mere weight continue to dominate the international

system.

The term "Production" is used here in chA generic 3eZ15e to 2.X1c.Luae
all phases of the maintenance and/or manufacture of defense items. This
usaqe 0onfoZs to the United States Department of Defense definition
of CO-PrOduction which encompasses any program whicn "enables an eligible
fOreiqn govaruent, international organization or desiqnated commercial
producer to acquire the 'know-how' to manufactuce or assemble, rapatz,
maintain and operate, in whole or La part, a specific weapon, comunication
or support systm, or an individual military item." (U.S. Department
of Defense Directive 2000.9 ;ASD- and L), Znternational Co-aroduction
Projects and Agreements Between the United States and Other Countries
or International Oranuzations, january 23, 974.1

2This study analy"es the production and trade of major weapon systems only.
In conformity witn the SIPRI definition of majo-- oiapons, it includes
aircraft, missiles, armored vehicles and sips. 3-11 arms, artillery and
ammunition are not included.

i .I



Part I. Third VIorld MilitarY Capabilities.

A. Quan=titative Capabi.tl.aes. Avalaiad evidence

indicates that defense production in the third world will remain

a small fraction of the world's arms trade. This conclusion is

based on trends in the dollar value of arms exports and the number

of producers entering the system. First, as Table 1.

indicates, the dollar value of arms exports from third world countries

represents only a small percbntage of the total arms trade. In

1978, they amounted to 3:2 percent of the world total. Since

1969, (with the exception of 1972,1 ) arms exports from

industrializing countries have stayed within a *=do to four percent

range. What is more, these figures may oierestimate LDC domestic

arms exports, since existing data sources do not distinguish between
2

indigenously produced exports and third country transfers.

Export figures for large third world countries do not

always accurately reflect the size of their production output.

India, for example, after equipping its arms forces has little
3 in the past,

surplus left for export. The same has been true for Brazili

which did not begin exporting until the late 1970s. Nevertheless,

in comparison with other states world-wide, to date the ability

of the LDCs to duplicate in quantity what large industrialized

countries can manufacture and export has not been demonstrated.

Since 1972, two developed countries, the U.S. and USSR, have

transferred approximately 70 percent of the dollar value

i,
According to one AMA official, the Large percentage increase in 1972

of third world exports to 8.84 percent was due to an estimated
$700 million delivery of arms from Chin a tZ N.orth Viet-am.
(Interview, April 1980.)

2The term "third country transfer" refers to the sale or gift
of arms from Country A to Country B. At some point in time,
Country B then transfers those arms to a third country, Country C.

3
SIPRI in 1982 reported negotiations between Liberia and
and India for the transfer of three Indian Chetak heli-
copters to Liberia. (SIPRI Yearbook, 1982, p. 222).
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TALE 1: DOLLAR VALUE OF THIRD WORLD ARMS EXPORTS AND PERCENTAG OF TOTAL EXPORTS BY MAJOR WEAPON EXPORTERS, 1969-78.
(constant 1977 dollars Jn millions)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1177 ,973
C2OUNTRY $ $I S % S % % S S

1

Argentina 1 14 0.5 1 13 0.3 038 .5 0.1

China-PRC 227 6.9 308 9.8 1 367 10.3 1199 27.5 307 4.6 170 2.1 200 2.5. 148 1.9 10 1.4 130 1A
Cuba _________l_- 33 0.8 127 4A 10 "A
__ 28 :6 0.3 50 2.9 74 4.6
Zndia 28 0.8 12 0.3 22 3.5 21 0.4 40 0.6 9
Iran I 48 0.2 55 0.2 I 31 0.1 20 0.1 18
Israel 8 0.7 7 ).6 14 0.9 j 26 1.4 1 36 1.6 55 2.6 -148 5.a 60 1.9 93 2.

6 6.8 1 12 6.5 22 13.1 5 2.4 9 3-4
i 11 1.3 84 13.2 20 N 65 NA

Sirea' S. 5 0.1 5 0.1 110 1.1 55 3.5

S.aA .ica 7 0.2 6 I 0.1 20 0.2 ? .g
0.c 4 5 0.4 1 ..

Pakst 0.7 0.915 0.5 1_273___

Aabia 0.3 I 1 10 noql 27 3.1Singapoze !14 0.5 1 11 0.2 i 21 0.3 10 0.1 9 ).l
S. Africa 1:• 7 0.1 6 0.1 1 5 0.1 50 0.5 4 negl
Syria 5 0.5 i
Taitwan i 0 0.1 10 0. 1
Turkey 7 0.9 i 14 1.1 13 0.8 I  5 0.4 I 10 0.5 9 - -
United Arab iJ

emirates 6 0.1.11 0.1!
Vietnam, N. _ _

Vietnam, S. 7 NA _ _ _ _....

Total Dollar
Value 259 329 367 1,297 371 i 302 489 704 565 621

Exports 9519 9036 9362 14,680 17,625 14,334 14,029 17,352 I 19,300 19,177

Third World I
% of ,orld I
Arm ExportSI 2.72% 3.64% 3.92% I 8.84% 2.10% 2.11% 3.49% 4.06% 2.93% 3.24%

0 of Third

E r es 5 4 1 8 6 8 16 14 lB . 15

This table was derived from United States, Arm Control and Disarmmemnt Agency, World ilitary Expenditures
and Arm Transfers; 1969-1978, pp. 122-158.

Nk - not available
neql - neqliqible (loss than 0.01%)

ACDA includes the followinq note in its table (p. 158)1
-TotaI imports nd t-otal exports are total trade fiquree as reported by
individual countries. what is included may differ from country to country."

-6-
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of the arms trade (see Table 10., below), whereas 14 third

world countries export three percent of the world dollar total

(see Table 1.). The latest ACDA figures for 1979 do not show

much change in their relative capabilities. Even if the

dollar value of exports is limited to third world countries,

the magnitude of the difference between industrialized 4nd.

industrializing countries is strikingly apparent (see Figure

1., below).

Figure 1.

Total Military Export Sales to Third World Countries

1954-1982

$100 billion and up U.S. and U.S.S.R.

$10 - $40 billion Western Europe (France,
Great Britain, Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy)

$5 - $10 billion Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and China*

$2 - 3 billion Switzerland (retransfers),
Brazil, Rumania, Republic
of Korea, Canada, and the
Netherlands

less than $1 billion all other transfers (with
the exception of Israel,
and Argentina, all exports
in this category are retransfers).

Source: Department of State interview

China did not join the ranks of significant exporters until
1981. Exports to Iraq during the Iran/Iraq War were responsi-
ble for the dramatic rise in the dollar value of Chinese mil-
itary transfers.

AI
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Second, the number of countries entering the arms production

business seems to have plateaued ..n recent years. Although theLDC
number of/producers almost quadrupled (rising from 4 to 14) between

1950 and 1960, the rate of increase slowed to 1.5 (14 to 21)

between 1961 and 1970, apparently stabilizing at that level.

Between. 1971 and 1980 the number of third world producers increased

by a factor of 1.2 (26 in 1980), and to date no newcomers have

been added to their ranks.

The concentration of defense industries in the third world further

underlines this trend. Despite the dramatic rise in number of weapon

systems produced in industrializing countries since 1950,

(from 10 to 178 in 1980, or by a factor of 18), only a few count-r±es

contributed to this increase. Duriq 1950-54 three coun-ies(60%),

Argentina, Brazil, and India were responsible for 80% of all

major weapons produced in the third world ,8 out of 10). During

the 1960-64 period, as other states joined the ranks of producers,

Argentina, Brazil,, India, and China (representing 29% of the 14

producers) were responsible for 66% of the major military systems

1Because it is a member of NATO, Turkey is not included in the
category of industrializing countries, even though, according to
most socioeconomic indicators, it is similar to many of the
countries so categorized. Turkey is now in the process of becominq
a more active arms producer. In 1981 it ratified an agreement
with the U.S. that stiplulated terms for the modernization of
the moribund Turkish defense industry. Cooperation in the production
of fuzes, propellants, explosives, rockets and improvements in
Turkish aircraft and tank overhaul capabilities were projected.
Also under consideration were protects to build a modern frigate,
improve naval overhaul capability, and a tank up._rading program
for the M-48 tank. United States. Senate, Committee on Foreign
Relations. (United States-Turkey Defense and Economic Coeoeration
A reement, 1980. Hearing before the Subcommutee on Europe and
the Middle East. 96th Congress, 2nd session, May 7, 1980. Also,
"Bilateral Agreement Bolsters U.S. Basing Plan," Zefense Electronics,
April 1981, pp. 45-46.)

2 fully
China, devastated by revolution, did not/resurrect its arms industries until
the late 1950s.

~ .
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produced in the third world (33 out of 50). In 1975-80, these

four producers were joined by Israel. Together they produced
major

sixty percent (106) of the total 178/weapon systems processed in

LDC ihdustries. if the arms produced by three other countries,

South Africa, Taiwan, and South Korea are added to the total,

then eight producers (30 percent) are responsible for 133

(75 percenij of the indigenously produced weapons in the third

world. (See able 24 Thus, althouah the number of defense items

made in the LDCs has increased since 1950, they are the product

of expanding industries within a relatively stable group of

industrializing producers.

In the coming years some LDCs may initiate new arms industries

while others may drop out of weapons production (as Burma, Iran,

and Vietnam did), but if past trends are good indicators of the

future, any large and/or permanent increase in the number cf third

world producers is unlikely.

B. gua1itativeCapabilities. The world arms transfer

system is structured by qualitative as well as quantitative

differences in military industrial capabilities. Gemexally,

smaller less industrialized countries produce fewer, older, and

less complex defense items--the so-called "vintage", and

"intermediate" military components and systems--rather than the

"advanced", "lead-edge", or "critical" technologies

1 peru, for example, which until now only produced ships, will

establish an indigenous aircraft industry. With the assistance

of :.taly's Aermacchi, an assembly line will be set up for the
MB-339 trainer and light strike aircraft. (Miiavrews, August 198i,

and October 1981.)
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Table 2.

Number of Producers and Number of Major Weacon. Systems
Made in the Third World

1950-1980-

1950-54 1960-64 1975-80

No. of Main 3 (60%) 4 (29%) 3 (19%)
Producers

No. of
major Ieapon
Systems Produced 8 (80%) 33 (66%) 106 (60%)

By Main Producers

Total No. of 5 14 27
Producers

Total No. o! Major
Weapon Systems 1-0 50 178
Produced By
All LDC
Producers

DDerived from Neuan Data.
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mAnufactured in the industzialized world. I These differences

are evidenced by: a) the type of weapons produced; bi level of

defense industrial production capabilities; c) the technological

age of weapons produced.

I
These terms are often difficult to define precisely. Generally, it is

the newest defense items, incorporat.ng the latest technologLcal inventions,
which determinA the relative level of sophistication of other military
equipment. The meaning of "vintage", or "intermediate," or, for thar matter,
otlar qualitative descriptors such as "advanced", "lead-edge", or "cririical,"
is therefore constantly changing. What may be considered "itermediate"
in the developed world may be judged to be "advanced" for a third world
defense Industry. As one U.S. officiai cbserved: " 'Litarmediate' weapon
systems in the U.S. are generally considered to be subsonic ;et aircraft,
transport a.czaft, medium and light amored *ehiclas, =iisila patrol boats,
frigates, patrol subarines, tactical missile systems, radars and battlefield
electronics. Hwever, in the third world, for many countries these are
'advanced' system. Only a few of the LDCs can produce a few of --hem. None
can produce all of them." (nterview with a U.S. State Departent official,
november 1979.)

However, to the consternation of methodological purists, it is
not always as easy to determne the relative technological sopistication
of weapon systems, as the above statement would imply. This is particularly
true for "vintage"l and Ointemediate defense !tems. Third world countries
are constantly modernizing older weapon systems with new =mponents, further
smudging the already Iray Line between categories. Korea, for example,
has improved the West&= Electric Nike Hercules missiles wi.ta modifications
which include: "Upgrading cam electronics to. solid state for improved rel.Lazil'--ty,
improved conventional warhead munitions, and the capa-ilitl = acerate thok
missiles in a ground-to-ground mode." (Bruce Smith, "Koreans Seek New Military
Aix Capacity," Aviation Week and Soace Tech nology, October 22, 1979, pp. 62-3.)
Israel' s upgrading manufacturing capabilities are also considerable. Zur ing
a -cent tour of the Israeli tank depot, the pesent author saw Centurion
tanks refurbished with new assemblies and a forty year old APC (armored
personnel carrier) modified with half-tracks and rebuilt to modern
speciflications.

Soe effort has been made to define the terms "Lead-sdge" and "::.tz-cal"
(often used interchangeably) more exactly. *4aurice J. ountain regards "critical
tecbnoloqy ' as those weapon system in which the U.S. and its allies now have,
or are likely to have, a margin of technological superiority over the USSR
and the warsaw Pact countries. "To be critical, it is not enough that a
technoloqy be essential or unique to the Particular product or weapon system

to which it applies, but it must also !e sufficiently esoteric to be known
only to a few.' ("Tjchnoloqy Exports and National Securty," foreign Poli'v,
no. 32 (Fall 1978), p. 96.

Several U.S. agencies have cooperatively producsd a list of ni-:ax7
critical technologies in an attempt to change the way Ame---can exports are
$creened. The "Table of Contaents" alonew4hch was puli.u.ned .n the "sderal

Register (October 1, 1980), requzed 12 pages of wall t-pe. A.nougn ne

complete lst of technologies is curently classfied, it at least astablisnes
& ceiling for policy-makers from which other defense Ltams can we comparec.

'Aviation Week and SPace Technoloqy, October 13, 1980, p. 23.
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1. Type of Weapons Produced. There is, in the third

world, an inverse relationship between the complexity of a military

item and the number of states producing it (Neuman data, not

included here). Small arms, for instance, although not examined

in this study are at once the least complicated of defense items

to manufacture and comprise the oldest and most ubiquitous defense

industries in the third world.1  The next rung in the production

hierarchy is naval craft, followed by aircraft, missiles, and

armored vehicles, in that order,with each of the ascending categories

associated with progressively fewer producers. During the 1975-80

period, of the 27 countries maintaining arms industries, 24 were

building ships, 13 were turning out aircraft, eight were producing
processing

missiles, and seven were ,armored fighting vehicles.2

Another hierarchy of production capabilities appears

in the data which, like a Chinese puzzle box, applies within each success-

ive class of weapon. Thus, the association noted above between

technical skill requirements and the number of producing countries

holds within weapon categories as well as between them. To illustrate:

Table 3. breaks down the category "ships" into types of vessels

produced since 1950 in the third world. We find that the

larger ships demaniding sophisticated industrial production skills,

such as destroyers, frigates, corvettes, and submarines are turned

lHrbert Wulf, at. al. Transnational Transfer of Arms Production Technology, (A
report written as a contribution to the United Nations study on the relationship
between disarmament and development, n.d. Cc. 19801, Institut ffr Friedensforschung
und Sicherheitspoitik, Study Group on Armaments and Underdevelopment, University
of Hamburg, Germany), p. 10.

2
The Neuan data breaks down the arms industries operating in the third world between
1950-60 by category of weapon produced. With the exception of China (which maintained
a ship industry in 1950), the oldest LDC producers (Argentina, Brazil and India) began
with aircraft industries producing simple trainers. Later, because new states
initiating azrm industries were often relatively small in size and industrial
infrastructure, even trainers were beyond their need and capability, and small naval
craft became the most coon major military-industrial product in the third world.
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Table 3.

Third World Production of Naval Vessels, 1950-1979/80

Country Small Destroyers Frigates Submarines
Naval Xraft Corvettes

Argentina 6 11
Brazil. 7 1
Burma 1 -1
Chile 4 -
PRC 12 1 4 2
Colombia 3 -1
Dominican Republic 2
Ecuador 1
Egypt 1 -

Fiji 1 -
Gabon 1 -

India 5 -2
Indonesia 2
Israel 4 -1
No. Korea 13 -1 -2
So. Korea 4 -1
Mexico 4
Peru 5 -1
Philippines 1 -
Singapore 2 -
So. Africa 2 -
Sri Lanka 1 -
Taiwan 2 -
Thailand 2 -
Venezuela 1 -

Total

lNeuman data.

one is a midget submarine
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out in smaller numbers by fewer countries than small naval craft.

Between 1950 and 1979/80, 24 states manufactured small naval craft-

in comparison to eight LDC producers of frigates and corvettes,

three of destroyers, and four of submarines. Furthermore, whereas

86 models of small naval craft have been produced in less industziali:2d

countries, only three types of destroyers, 12 tlpes of frigates

and corvettes, and 6 types of submarines have been made in LDC

industrries.

A similiar pattern holds for other categories of weapon

systems. Out of 26 LDCs manufacturing arms in 1980, seven

supported industries for armored fighting vehicles. Of these,

five produced tanks, but only one (China) had acquired this capability

by 1960. The other tanks are more recent accomplishments. India's

licensed Vijanta (a version of Great Britain's Vickers 37) went

into production in 1966. Israel began manufacturing its Herkava

tank in 1977,1 and both Argentina's (German designed) TAM and

Brazil's XIA2 (based on the American M3A! Stuart) started production

in 1979. South Africa's Ratel tank, developed from their Eland

armored car went into production in 1980.

Yet another third level of technological stratification

reaches down to the components contained within the various defense

items. Regardless of weapon type, some component s on even

simple items demand production skills beyond the capacity of

third world defense industries. They are often too complex for

prevailing technical skill levels, and/or prove to be

uneconomical to produce domestically. As a rule

1 According to one source, the proportion of local to foreign
components is now 58 percent, but it is expected to rise to
80 percent in the future. (D. Krivine, "Chariot3 of Steel",
The Jerusalem Post Magazine, November 11, 1981, p. 4.)

!*
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the LDCs fabricate the simpler components and spare parts of weapons

and assemble the less comolex sections. The more complicated components,

such as engines, electronics, and armaments are, for the most part,

supplied from abroad.

By way of example, there are now seven kinds of armored fighting

vehicles produced in the third world,2 but few, if any, can be classified

as a completely indigenous product. Argentina buys most of the vital

parts for its TAM tank from Germany, e.g. diesel engines, transmissions,

track units, wheel systems, electronics, optics, fire control components,
3

and special steel for the hull. Brazil's locally designed armored car, the

whe e,
For reasons Uiscussed else/ thle capabilities of defense industries are rarely

described in open sources. A recent sur-ey of Egypt's milln.ary industries,
designed to encourage Western investment, offers a unique view of the type of
defense items produced in third world countries. For example, Egypt's airframe
and engine factories, considered to be comparatively advanced by third world standards,
were judged by U.S. officials to be adequate to pa.rticipate in a F-16 coproduction
program. Production, however, will be limited to the manufacture of detail parts
and the assembly of a number of less complex items for both the airframe and the
Pratt and Whitney F-1O0 engine. If the U.S. State Department approves,
and presumably if Egypt can find adequate financing, plans call for the Egyptian
aircraft factory to produce: engine access doors and centerline beam assembly;
the nose gear door; the engine nozzle fairing; an underwinq launcher adapter
for the AIM-9L air-to-air missile; an electronic countermeasures adanter;
a weapon pylon, the centerline pylon; and fuel tanks.

A smilar modest program is planned for Eayt's engine factory. It now
produces spare parts, blades for compressors and turbines and gears used in rebladino
and overhauling Soviet built engines, and turbine blades for the ;%merican GE J-
79 engine. For the F-lO0 engine program, six engine test cells are being upgraded
to enable Egypt to participate. There are also plans for the overhaul of the
French Mirage 5 Atar-9C engine and for the assembly of Larzac engine modules.
(Clarence A. Robinson, Jr., "Factories Tool for Alpha Jet Program,"
Aviation Week and Space Technology, January 18, 1982, pp. 61-66.)

2Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Israel, So. Korea, and South Africa. Prior
to the revolution, Iran rebuilt U.S. M-47 tanks, but is not known to have done
so since.

3Milavnews, July 1981, p. 1.
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i

EZ-9 Cascavel, contains a number Cf critical components which

are either imported or produced by foreign companies in Brazil, for

e2xEp1e,the turret, diesel engine, gears, and 90 m. gun. Less

is known about the for.eign input of other armored vehicle manufacturers.

South Korea's armored personnel carrier is license produced

(Italy's Fiat-664) as are India's tank and armored personnel

carrier. Although little is known about the extent of domestic

manufacture, neither the design nor development is indigenous.

China's tank and armored vehicles-are also based on foreign

(Soviet) designed models; local manufacturing input probably

approaches 100 percent. Both Israel's erkava-l and So. Africa's

Ratel tanks are cited as "indigenousO products, even though it is well
ficantestablished that a signi/ foreign factor is present in both

countries' production programs.

The same pattern characterizes other military items. Virtually

all modern engines (for aircraft, missiles, helicopters, tanks

and ships) are either license produced or imported. Both Israel

and India have tried to develop their own advanced jet engines,

yet neither has been able to progress beyond the test stage.

Other aircraft industries in the developing world have not even

attempted to develop their own engine models. 
2

SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1981, p. 77.

2Ibid. and Helena Tuomi and Raimo V&yrynen, Transnational Cotrorations,

Armaments and Development, A Study of Transnational Military
Production, International Transfer of Kilitary Technolo qy and
Their Impact on Development (Finland: Tam__re Peace Research
institute, 1980), p. 91.

I -
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2. Level of Industrial Production Capacity. As observed above,
manyv/wea on systems produced in the third world are licensed, i.e. utilize

imported data packages as their source of design and techn.cal

information. According to public record, approximately Z53 major

militp-: indust.rial projects have been initiated in less

industrialized countries since 1950. Of these, over half are

cited as under license.

These figures, however, underestimate the dependency of

third world industries on foreign technology. So-called "indigenous"
have been

defense items, which may / designed specifically for a third world

country or represent systems which have been reverse engineered

or are manufactured without benefit of license, still generally

require foreign components (as discussed above and more often.
an2 production equipment

than not: utilize imported natural resourcesW, the assistance of

foreign designers, technicians, and sometimes, managers and labor.

Nevertheless, because of lack of information and oftentimes

deliberate misrepresentation on the part of LDC defense

industry officials, these weapon systems are referred to in the

open literature as "indigenous".

Argentina's U-33 Pulqui rZ aircraft program, which produced six prototypes,
illustrates the extent of foreign involvement in unlicensed third world nanufactur'-q
efforts. Designed by a German aircraft engineer, Dr. curt Tank, in 1950, the
project supported an undisclosed number of German engineers and at least one German
test pilot. Dr. Tank's design resembled very closely an earzer Focke-Wulf design

the materials used in the Pulqui. 1 airframe and engine were Largely European.
Dr. Tank left Argentina in 1955. He was replaced by -Lnotrhr German desi.qne:,
Dr. Reimaw Horton, who stayed untJl 1961.

The KF-24 produced by Lidia between 1964 and 1976 is another exampie
of the same dependency on foreign inputs. It too was the -ssuit. of :r. K'irt . n.' 3
effrts. The team Lnitially composed of ei.hteen German engineers, ..nr,3 nad~in
design enqilneer3, and about twenty-two other Indian engineers with desin experience
beqan work L956-58. 4o indication of the amount of other t"scnncal assiatanc -s
given, or its duration. (S:PR, "Ie Arms Tade with the .'hIr World. '!ow erx:
+.Manitiobs Pre ss, l?.?!, pp. !"63-4; 745.
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Even when the majority of manufacturing tasks are executed

locally, using domestic resources, few countries in the world other

than the U.S. and U.S.S.R. are able to maintain a large research

and development (R&D) capability. According to the author's data,

no LDC has achieved an independent R&D and production capability

for one complete major weapon system. Some have reached prototype

stage, but to the author's knowledge none hare been manufactured

in numbers. As discussed above, Israel has almost achieved independent

capabilit7 in armored vehicles, but engines and some electronics

are still imported. The same is true for Israel's new aircraft

program, the Lavi, which is intended to teduct Israel-'s dependence

on foreign suppliers. Much of the plane will be designed and

fabricated domestically (e.g., the fuselage, empennage, landing

gear, and engine mounts), but the wings (made of composite materials)

will be designed and initially manufactured by an American aerospace

firm, and the engine will be license produced.
2

".iost of tle arms produced in Ciina, for example. are based on Soviet models which
were aio:har license produced previously, or were replicated without 2enefit of
-echnical data packages. -TIes are: (aizraft] F-6 (Mic -19); ST-5 (Yak Is);
AN-2; 2-7 (MiG-21); 3-5 (developed from LL-28); ([Hssiles] CSA-l (SA-21; AT-2;
CSSN- (SSN-2).

Israel's M-S Nesher aircraft was converted from France's :41raqe =1.
whic was embargoed during the 1967 war. (Production ended La 197S.) The
Kfir-C2 fighter was developed from the Miraqe V by Israel Aircraft Industries.

morth oea s fast attack craft f,"won'-class and "1u Sonq"-class are
similar to the Soviet "-2" and "0-3". These are generally classified as
*indigenous" iz the Lieratiue.

2 rncerview with an ZX engineer, Auqust 14, 1982. According to a New York Times
article based on .nformation from the Israeli Odfense .nist7, the Lav:. enq'.a.e wi.2
be made with the cooperation of Pratt and Whitney, at a factory Ln 8e: Shemesh
near Jerusalem. "Israei to 3uild jet - ites to Ease Reliance or. The. ," eew
Yfork Times, Feoruary 3, 1982.
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The limited nature of third world arms production is also

demonstrated by the small number of countries producing

-- regardless of amount of foreign input-- all four categorie3 of weapons:

aircraft, missiles, ships, and armored fighting vehicles. This

so-called "across-the-boardo capability is a relatively recent

accomplishment in the third world, albeit for very few states.the 1965-69 period, 
As Table 4. shows, until / no LDC was able to support

arms industries in every category. By 1980 only six

countries (Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Israel, and South

Africa) or less than one-quarter of the LDCproducers were sustaining
2

production lines for all four weapon types. Of these,

only 2hina ntains a relatively independent capability,

although (as discussed below) the products represent vintage

technology.

3. Age of Technology. Since 1950 there has been an

undeniable advance .in the military industrial capabilities of th rd

world countries.3 But despite these gains, in comparison to the

industrialized world -, a large gap continues to exist.

1South Korea is not included here because the missile program for the Nike-Hercules
SAM was not confirmed in 1980 as in production.

2 See Tables 5 a. and 5b.

3For example, in the early 1950s, only eight models of propeller-drive light trainer
aircraft (L Argentina, Brazil, and India) and two small patrol craft (in China
and Colombia) were made in the LDCs. By the end of the 1970s, 24 less industrialized
states were producing a variety of ships, 13 were involved in the manufacture of
aircraft, eight were turning out missiles, and seven were making armored fighting
vehicles. However, in all but the major producers (Argentina, Brazil, India, China,
Israel, and South Africa, and to a lesser extent Taiwan and South Korea) production
still centered around light trainers and coastal patrol boats. (There are some
exceptions: North Korea also produces a frigate and small submarines; the
Philippines, Pakistan, Indonesia and Nigeria also assemble helicopters.)
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Table 5b

iird World Independent Weacons Production CaDability, 1980
Armored

Country Aircraft Helicopters Missiles Warshios Fiahtinc "ehic! es

China-FRC F-9;F/B Mi-4 ShShM, ATM; patrol boats, Armoured cars,
_ FT-6;Adv Tr _SAM destroyers, subs battle tanks

Ind ia Gat-2Ajeet;F SA 31S;SA 3161

Israel I Kfir-C2 F/Tr _ _ Jericho SSM.

South Africa Ratel MBT
1 }Impala 1I: AC

Independent production as defined here is the capability to locally produce

al st the entire weapon system, including the powerplant, regardless of the
l!eapon system's design origin.

Table Sa

THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES PRODUCING ALL FOUR TYPES
OF MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS., 1980; (examp1es of most
advanced weapon sstem under production)i 1 Armred

Count Aircraft Helicopters I Missiles Warshios Fihting Vehicles

Argentina IA-58;COIN/F Hughes 500** Mathago ATM Type 42 Destr** TAM med tank**
Brazil l EM 121;Trsp SA-315B** MAS-1 ASM Witeroi Destr** EE9/II APC
China-PRC F-9;F/B Mi-4 CSSN-l ShShM uta Destr T-60/63 tanks
India i Mig-23;F** SA 315** SS.lI ATM** ander Frig*" Vijayanta -BT*
Israel Kfir-C2;F Hughes 500**+ GabrielShShM eshef FPB ;Merkava-1 MT
Forea,South F-SE/F; F/Tr** Hughes 500** Nike-Hercule SMM-5 FAC** Fiat 6614 APC**

} | SAM*+
South Africat MB326 Lt Str --- R440 SAM** shef FPB* iAML 60/90 AC**

*SO rces: SIPRI, World Armaments & Disarmament Yearbook, (1973-80), Jane's All I-he World's
Aircrafts, (1959-80), Jane's Fighting Shios, (1950-80); Aviation Advisor! Services,
MILAVNEWS, (1963-L980). ?lease refer to Appendix Z: for a description of the
local manufacturing of these weapons.

** production of foreign design under license

prospective

-21-
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* Even "advanced" UJC defense products are usually of older design,

and therefore require "less complex" skills, resources, and manu-

facturing techniques than their Western or Soviet counterparts.

For example, Chinese defense industries are, for che most oar:,

producing technologies which were researched, designed and devel-

oped thirty years ago. The F-6 (the Chinese version of the Soviet

MiG-19, which is the most important component of the Chinese Liber-

ation Army Air Force [PLAAF], is 1950s technology. 1  Similarly. the

Y-10 turbojet transport aircraft, curren-ly in flight 8evelopment.

is, acdording to some observers, a Chinese copy of the Boeing 707,

!The MiG-19 is technically less complex than either the Soviet Mi3-Z"
or MiG-23 Flogger. Carrying the Soviet designed Iz'mrud radar, It
has only limited all-weather capabilities, and only moderately, effective alr-.z-
air ordnance deliver!- equipment. (Genuine air-to-air attack radar systems have
been standard equipment on Soviet and U.S. fighters for a quartar of a zent'ar .%
Even Northrop's F-5E, developed from the F-SA during the 1960s rand o: rcduced !v
the Taiwanese7 is reported to carry more effective ai--o-air ordnance,,

.J'ames B. linder and A. James Greqor, "The Zommunist Air For-e in :he 'Punit_-:e'
iar Against Vietnam," Air Universitv Review. Se.tember/Cct -ber .981 "
pp. 69 and 75.)
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a U.S. design of the 1950s. The only aircraft presently in the

PLAAF inventory that can qualify as modern is the Shenyang F-7 and

F-8 (the Chinese version of the MiG-21F). However, these plans have

axperienced so many design problems that production may have ceased

with about 80 aircraft in current service.
2

A considerable time lag between design and development in

the industrialized world, and production in the third world has

characterized most major weapon systems processed by the LDCs. For

example, although there is some variation among the five categories
military

of defense items listed in Table 6.,/technologies produced by third

world countries under license in 1980 were, on average, designed and

developed 22 years before. It is interesting to note that the data

presented in Table 6. also reflect the relative production complexity

of the various weapon systems, with aircraft (predominantly trainers)

and naval vessels (mainly small coastal patrol craft) averaging 1i

years in contrast to the average 27 and 25 year "vintage of armored

iMilavnews, January 1981, p. 4.

ecent reports suggest :nat severe finanacLal and technica- :z-st=aits n.a/e rvenmed

_e :hinese -rom makinq more advanced armaments. rhe 7-9 scmet - - es 4esignated -e

-bi5) , for example, i.s a modified and upgraded version a: =e Soviet

AI:.houh even 1.n design it does not :ompare to current 3oviet r American fn:r

in technological complexity and capabilizies, it represents a

e.for - an the part of the Chinese to compensaca .f=r some :;4he G-,adecUe5 d

the earlier .T, odels produced for the ?LAAF e.. -. he F-4 and -  and
the earl-er version of the MiG-19 (F-6) -- specIfiC31.iY "n adarz pr:vide an

effective alr-to-surface and air-to-air attack apabi-itiesi na rnance- -

Aparently, plagued by operation problems, it Is estlanteA :a: ?.c .ora t-an ;C

the F-gs are currently in service. Various sources believe ".at .r-dClr -n .as

ceased and that the cause is -the longer frontal fuseiaqe and extra wc-ni wn:z.

have penalized the F-gs performance in comparison with the 'asic

(Lnder and Gregory, op. cit., P. 69.)
Another recent study corroborates the above findings. :hna'3 .-"r'

?Ower, issued in August .982 by the China Council of the Asia 3ociet! wrten

by June Teufel Oreyer) reported that although -hina has 
3.rae numers f :-zmzat

aircraft, -the maOrity lack the advanced avionics equlpment :nat wi. d 'nacie -em --

fiqht at night or in poor weather. .ost navigation is vi3ua:.. zes.- '. zroolems ha:e

thus far plagued the development 3f aIrcraft capanle of achlevl.ng superaon-= s~eeaS.

• . .Weapons are mainly copies :f Much alder Soviet models. ".hi . acme Zhiness

eq'uipment has been updated, Much !a still O to 30 years *enind tne otate o: tre art.
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fighting vehicles.

These general observations are supported by other data sources

using other methods of analysis. Integrating arms production

information collected by Robert Harkavy for 1938 amd 1968 1 with

the present writer's data for 1979/80, all LDC producers were

evaluated in terms of their comparative military production capabilities

for each time period. 2  We found that in spite of unmistakable progress

within LDC defense industries, there is a general levelling off
production

process at the intermediate stage of industrial/capability, aboveworld 
3

which most third/countries do not rise. Even the reputedly

um6re advanced producers, such as Argentina, Brazil, South Africa,

North Korea, South Korea, and Taiwan, continue to fabricate simple

defense items, engage in extensive license production of less advanced
4

weapon systems, and in some instances assemble more advanced
5

components. But the skills required for the most advanced levels

of production continue to elude them.

1 Robert E. Harkavy, The Arms Trade and International Systems,(Cambridge, Mass.:

Ballinger Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 188-191.

2An Index of Military Production Capability was used, based, in part, on Robert
Harkavy's "Dependence-Autarky Continuum" (Ibid., pp. 184-187). Seven levels of
military production capability were established by evaluating

three production factors: 1) the relative sophistication of the weapon system
produced; 2)the type of manufacturing skills utilized (e.g., fabrication, assembly,
overhaul, etc.) and/or the proportion of components and resources imported;
3), the source of R&D. Each major weapon system produced in the LDC was ceded
according to the above criteria and then an average was calculated for each of
the four categories of weapon systems produced indigenously. Index levels 5,6,7
refer to "less advanced" industrial capabilities; levels 3 & 4 are "intermediate";
and levels 1 & 2 describe the "more advanced".

3Some countries, such as Sri Lanka, have remained at a rudimentary level of production
(level 5), almost totally dependent on foreign suppliers for all but the simplest
technologies.

4South Korea's and Taiwan's arms industries are largely dependent on licensed
production and the importation of U.S. components.

5Brazil's arms industry is essentaJilly an assembly type of operation, dependent
upon imported sibsystems.
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In sum, in comparison to the industrialized world, most major

weapon systems produced in industrializing cou-nties represent older,

simpler technologies which incorporate significant inputs from the

country of original research, design, and development. For the

majority of LDCs there have been few technical breakthroughs in recent

years. Some have initiated the production of new weapon systems,

but few have been able to substantially raise the level of their

manufacturing expertise (Israel is an outstanding exception), or

reduce their reliance on foreign assistance. (China has achieved

independence at the cost of operational capability.)

These findings raise several questions about the sources of

military industrial capability. How can the observed disparities

among the LDCs be explained? Why has the technological gap between

the third world and the industrialized world persisted and grown

larger? What factors determine the long-term indigenous arms production

capabilities of states and their place in the global military industrial

system? It is to these questions this paper now turns.

Part II. Disparities Among Arms Producers: An Attempt at Explanation.

A. Factors of Scale and Third World Production.

heated
In view of the on-going/debate over the guns vs. butter

issue, there has been relatively Jittle empirical attention aiven to

the socio-econoinic sources of national ailitarv-industrial capabilities.

1Brazil exemlifies the continuing dependence of third world
industries on Western technology. The Brazilian-Italian joint
venture agreement to build a new strike aircraft stipulates that
Italian industry will contribute 70 percent of the total construction
and assembly, which includes the more technically complex components
and industrial procedures. Brazil will undertake the remaining
30 percent, comprising the wings, tail unit, and local assembly.
(Milavnews, December 1982, p. 7.)
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To the present writer's knowledge, there have been three attempts

to empirically analyze why there are disparities among LDC producers,
2

one of which also includes developed countries. There has been

little replication of method, however, since with the exception
author

of GNP used by two of the studies, each/chose different indicators
3

of measurement. possible,

It was decided to test here, as far as/the various socio-economic

variables used by the earlier studies to determine whether some

were stronger measures of capacity than others. In order to

generalize about the structure of the global military-industrial

system, it was also decided to test them first, in the third world

and then, on the basis of our findings, compare

Herbert Wulf, et. al., Transnational Transfer of Arms (A report written

as a contribution to the United Nations study on the relationship between disarmament
and development, [n.d., c. 1980], Study Group on Armaments and Underdevelopment,
University of Harburg, Germany), pp. 39-40; Robert Harkavy, The Arms Trade
and International Systs (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Cb., 1975),
Table 6-2., pp. 188-191; Ilan Peleg, "Military Production in Third World Countries:
A Political Study," in Threats, Weapons and Foreign Policy, vol. 5, SAGE
fINERNATIaAL YEARBOOK OF FOREIGN POLICY STUDIES, eds. Patrick J. McGowan
and Charles W. egley (Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage Publishers, 1980), pp. 209-230.

2 Robert Harkavy, o. ci.

3Harkavy used GNP (as a measure of gross economic output or national pcwr)

and GNP per capita (as a measure of econoic development). He found that "GNP
remains a fairly good indicator of the ability of nations to manufacture weapons.
For indigenous develoment capability, however, reasonably high per capita
GNP appears to be a prerequisite. . ." (p. 204). Wulf used two basic indicajors:
the industrial base as measured by the share of output of "relevant industries
(e.g., iron and steel, non-ferrous metal, metal products, machinery [not electrical],
electrical machinery, and transportation equipment) as a percent of total output
in manufacturing; and the Mr potential, which includes two idicators:
l)the number of employees engaged in work in the "relevant" irdustries; and
2) the numer of scientists, engineers, and technicians in research and development
for the latest year available. Peleg chose GNP as an indicator of financial
resources and 1) contribution to world scientific authorship, 2) number of
scientific journals, and 3) number of students in engineering and natural sciences
as indicators of scientific and educational potential. e de .ded not to use

. /mse
Wulf's industrial base variable since, as Wulf 'oints out, the UN sources

from which it i MeiTi tInCi a "high import contant" in "Ee damestic output
figure - Making it scmewhat unreliable. For liJe reason, the Tane r potential
indicator used here is different from Wulf's. Peleg's indicators
for "scientific anL educational potential" also proved problematic. The

[fn. cont. next page]

-LI
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them with developments in the industrialized world. In addition,

it was decided to enlarge the list of indicators to include those

measuring size. Given the importance ascribed to "economies of

1 2scale" by economists and policy-makers alike2 , we hypothesized

that large countries, with large populations would offer moreattractive

markets, a greater labor pool from which to draw the necessary technical,

professional, and managerial manpower, which would, in turn, serve

to encourage and sustain domestic industrial military development.

Although these factors are normally associated with civilian industrial

production, there seemed little reason to suppose that the same

factors of scale might not be equally important to the development

*of military industries. Furthermore, the size of a country and

its population also, generally, dictate the size of the army. It

seemed logical to assume, therefore, that the existence of a large

[ fn. cont. from previous page)
data for the first two were not available beyond 1965, and information for the
third proved inconplete for a large number of IDCs. Instead, we substituted:
1) the percentage of labor force in industry, and 2) the number of professional
and technical workers as a percentage of economically active population as indicators
of available manpower resources, skilled and unskilled. Unfortunately, the
data base for our manpower indicators also has serious gaps of information.
It was sinply the best of not very good manpower statistics.

Simon Kuznets, Six Lectures on Economic Growth (New York: The Free Press, 1959).

Krznets discusses the problem of size in the economic growth process. He suggests
that the economic structure of a small country will of necessity be less diversified"nan laxger units and production more concentrated in fewer indusrial sectors.
He gives severa! reasons for this concentration of induastial structure jn smaller
states. First, because smaller countries have less territor- than large, the
diversity of their natural resources is likely to be less. Second, the minimum scale
of a plant, particularly for modern industries (e.g. automobiles, airplanes, heavy
electrical generators, etc.) can be sustained by a small country only at an economic
loss or on the basis of exprts, which are often controlled by a changing and
volatile market. Third, maller resources, even if extensive in one sector, such
as oi, means the .ountr's limited capital and manpower will be concentrated in one
or a few sectors. *A large nation can divide .ts greater volume of resources 3monq
s greater number o sectors with potential comparat_.'e advantage." (p. 92)

'3ecffrey Pattie, XP am Britasn Parliamentary Under-Secretar-y of state for efence
for the Royal Air Force discusses the sitsh - ifense dilemma Ln the Govrnment '
first Defence white Paper. He argues the need for the U.K. to c.eate scale ;A
production. "Overseas sales are, : !believe, an important element )n any defense
.ndustrial strataqy. Extra :rders beyond those f rom the UK mean sore work, 3enefit
to the balance of payments, economies of scale and thus reduction Ln the unit cost
to 3uZselves.* Geoffrey Pattie, "Needed: A Defnse-:nduSr.al Straegy for t.e
UK," Defense and Foreign Affairs, .no. 9, 1980, pp. i-_-; (p. 9).
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(or small) military will determine both the market and possible
domestically produced

economies of scale for/military items. Hence, size of population,

land, and the military were added to the list of indicators and

the LDCs ranked accordingly.

A weighted average index of military production capability
ranking

was also constructed for all LDCs from three separate/ indexes.

First, each producer was ranked on the basis of:

1) Length of Production Experience -- the number of years
since 1950 in which at least one weapon system was produced;

2) Production Capacity -- the number of major defense items
in production since 1950;

3) Technical Capabiliti1s -- the level of technical production
achieved by 1979/80.

The numerical values of each of the three indexes were then summed,

averaged, and ranked for each producer, providing an average index

and rank order of LDC military production capabilities. The weighted

index of military production capability and ranking were then

correlated with each of the seven economic indicators to determine

degree of association for individual LDCs..

See fn. 2, p. 2 5, above for a more cmplete description.
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Correlations were run for two data bases: First, the 26 LDC

producers were arranged in rank order of military capability andsocio-
correlations run across the seven/economic indicators to determine

which factors are associated with wva-t level of

arms production. Second, all LDCs, producers and non-producers
1

alike, were analyzed according to region to a) dere-mine w"herher

relative regional weight is related to military production

capability; and b) as a control, to find out whether observed

associations between variables define only differences in capabilities

among LDC producers, or whether they also explain why some third
do

world countriesAand some do not produce arms.

The results of the correlations are presented in Table 7.

We had speculated that factors of scale might determine the extent

and level of arms production in the third world, and there is
considerable

/ evidence to support that hypothesis. Generally, for each

region, countries with the largest populations, producing the

highest GNP, and sustaining the larges- military forcespare also

the largest and most sophisticated producers of weapons. Land

size is also strongly correlated in Latin America and South Asia

but not in the Far East where small states, such as Taiwan, the
states

two Koreas, and Singapore outproduce other largerAin the region,

e.g. the Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesia.

Inadequate data on technical, professional, and industrial

workers prevented a statistical analysis on that variable for all

regions but Latin America where the correlation is strongly positive.

However, skilled manpower may not be a separate and independent

indicator of arms production capability, but rather another measure

of a country's population size. Sta.es with more people gen.-:ai> zontain

1Countries with populations numbering less than one million were
not included.
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a larger number (if not proportion) of skilled manpower than

countries with fewer people. (Although not shown here, there is

a perfect correlation between population size and number of

professional, technical, and industrial workers among the four

most populous Latin American states.)

Only GNP per capita, used as a measure of "economic (technological)
1

development", (but not of size or scale) shows a weak and

statistically not significant relationship to arms production

capability. (South Asia, where per capita GNP is uniformly low,

has only a weak association.)

For the 26 arms producers as a group, given the considerable

differences in absolute size among them, and the role political
2

factors can play at any one point of time in history, the

association between the seven variables and arms production capability

is, predictably, somewhat weaker. Nevertheless, there are relatively

high and significant associations among size of military, GNP,

and military industrial capability which holds across regions and

across arms producers. Again, because of poor data, the positive

association between the number of professional, technical, and

industrial workers must be treated with some caution. (See Table 7.)
then,

What emerges within the third world,is an hierarchically shaped

arms production system based, for the most part, on factors of

scale. On a region by region basis, the largest defense producers

are generally also those countries with the biggest militaries

and GNPs, who

1Robert Harkavy, op. cit., p. 204.

2 See discussion below, p. 36 -7.



dwarf quantitatively, if not always qualitatively, the capabilities

of their smaller, poorer neighbors. Thuz, china,representing

69 percent of the Far East in population and contributing 50 percent

of its military manpower, manufactures three to four times the number

of weapon systems of its closest regional competitor. China is

also the only country in the Far East with an across-the-board

manufacturing capability.

India, like China, dominates its region (South Asia) in

population (76 percent), size of military (68 percent), area

(63 perceAt), GNP 178 percent) and in the number of weapons it makes

(81 percent). India is also the only state in South Asia with an

across-the-board capability.

In Latin America, two states dominate the region's

defense production. Brazil and Argentina, rank. fi. st and third

respectively, in terms of size of population and GNP, and first
and

and second in size of mil.itary,/together produce 66 percent of the
Both have achieved across-the-board capabilities.

region's indigenous arms. /It is interesting to note that Mexico,

the second most populous country with the second largest GNP, but

with a relatively "mall military (8.4 percent of the region)

has sustained only a small industry for light naval craft. There

have been reports recently about a plan to establish an aircraft

industry. But if, as these findings suggest, the size of the military

is associated withweapons production,

then unless Mexico enlarges its armed forces considerably, the prospects

for extensive arms production remain rem te.

Unlike the .. her three regions, Afr.ca produces few arms.

Excluding the political irnerati'es which dr:' e South African

____. . . .
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defense industries, only Nigeria, the most populous African country

with the largest military and GNP, is in the early stages of

domestic arms production. Given the small size and relative povert.y

of the other African countries, it is unlikely that indigenous

military industries will be establiahed eleswhere in the area in

the foreseeable future.

In the Middle East, as in the case of South Africa,

political factors have taken precedence over factors of scale in

determiaing arms production capacity. Israel, ranked seventh in

size (3 percent of the area's population) and seventh in ma!litary

manpower (3 percent), not only makes 79 percent of the region's

weapon systems, but also sustains an across-the-board capability.

Similarly, Iran, with the second largest population and army, and

the highest GNP has been unable to proceed with its military industrial

plans because of its recent revolution. Egypt, the most populous

of the Middle Eastern states, with the largest army, is ranked only

_fifh'in national wealth (GNP--7.2 percent of the region). Although

it hopes to create a viable domestic military industry, to-date

the lack of financial resources has circumscribed Egypt's plans and

capabilities.

These findings, then, lend support to our original hypothesis

wh4ch related scale to military industrial production.

The existence of a large military to provide an adequate market,2

combined with a generous national income to support the necessary

ISouth Africa contains only 8 percent of Sub-Sahaza Africa's populat-cn, =a_.%ta .Ls
an army coprisinq 9 percent of the reqion's forces, but produces 26 .percent
of its. cods and serrcss (GWp). For further discussion of the role of political
factors, see below, pp. 36-37.
2 f the size of the militar u is too small to create an economy of scale.
Lidigenous produc.icn is very costly
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industrial infrastructure significantly affect a state's long-

term ability to produce major weapon systems as well as the quant-ty

and quality of its product.

Our findings also suggest that the research question

being asked by the field--how does defense production affect

economic growth within the LDCs?--may be less important and less

interasting than the question--how does economic growth aZfect

defense production? A recent empirical study by Robert Jackman

concludes that both size and wealth are determinants of economic

arowth. He finds that the highest growth rates were in the

"wealthiest Third World countries." Thus population size serves

as an intervening variable. Although it has no systematic effect

among low income countries, it has a systematic positive effect

among the countries in the medium income category. According

to Jackman, "This pattern is fully consistent with the argument

that among middle .incoae countries, size has a positive impact

on economic growth because it allows for economies of scale." 2

"Wri:ing about the necessary conditions for industrial development,
Oenis Goulet observed that the ability to pmduce state-of-the-art tecnoloav
depends on the research and development (R&D) capability of a country.
This in turn requires large sums of ready capital, a pool of skilled
researchers, and access to manufacturing and marketing units. Without
these factors, an indigenous industry of significant dimension
with across-the-board sophistication is impossible to achieve.
In third world countries, as Goulet points out, research and development
in sophisticated. technologies is out of the question because production
scales do not allow amortization of high and risky research costs.
"Only special circumstances make it profitable to build research
and development units, and these must be limited to a few technologies.'

(Denis Goulet, "The Dynamics 'of International Technolocg Flows,"
Technoloqy Review, May 1978, p. 3.)

2Robert Jackman, "Dependence on Foreign invest-ment and Economic
Growth in the Third crld," World Politics, -KN, no.2 (January
1982), pp. 173-196 (p. 192).
Chenery and Syrquin also find tae 3ize .s a 1- :±ae sv - o-_"en:
process for twaoe CD~s above the lowest Income ieveis. They hypothes'-Ze
that countries with larger incomes have relatIvely advanced eccnomic
infrastructures and can, therefore, take advantace of economies
of scale. (Hollis Chenery and Moises Syrqu=, atterns zf nevelocment,
i950-1970 4ew York: oxford University Press, 975 , on. 4. }.
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Thus economic growth, whether in the civilian or military sector,

is associated with scale (size and GNP). It may well be that economic

growth itself has (positive or negative) effects on defense production

rather than vice versa. At any rate, it is an hypothesis worth further

investigation.

There will, of course, always be exceptions to the rule of

socio-economic scale. Political factors apparently stimulate (as

in the case of Israel and South Africa) or constrain (as in the

case of Egypt, after the signing of the Camp David accords and the

withdrawal of Arab funding from the Arab Industrial Organization

(AOI) during the late 1970s; Iran subsequent to the 1979 revolution;

and China since the 1960s) defense production beyond what would be

expected from countries of a certain size and wealth.

Embargos, for example, have played a particularly strong role

in motivating political leaders to establish military industries.

Of the current six major third world arms' manufacturers, all, at

one time or another, have had to contend with significant restrictions

on the flow of military equipment to them from one or more major supplier.
2

1Ilan Peleg, op. cit., p. 219. The author concludes: "Whatever its economic

and scientific abilities, and these are extremely important, a Third World nation
needs very strong mativation in order to establish, maintain, and develop a
weapons industry. Motivation, in addition to econcmic-scientific-technlogical
capacity, is a prerequisite for weapons self-production."

2
Brazil and Argentina were subject to U.S. restrictions in 1977; Israel to

Fastrictions from France in 1967 and the U.S. in 1973 and 1982-83; India was
embargoed by the U.S. during 1965-75 and China by the U.S.S.R. in 1962 and the
U.S. since 1948; South Africa has been subject to a vluntary tN embargo since
1963 and a mandatory one since 1977. Several of the second rank LDC producers
have also experienced political restrictions on their arms deliveries. e.q.,
Taiwan in 1978 from the U.S., and the Democratic Republic of Korea
in 1974 from the USSR.

t
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On the other hand, countries such as Pakistan, Chile, Iraq, and

Guatamala have also faced politically inspired arms limitations
1

from major suppliers and yet have not become major producers.

The historical evidence then seems to support our

hypothesis regarding scale: political factors may be important

intervening variables, determining both the initiation of and the

short-term success or failure of LDC military production eff-orts,

but in the long-term, it is factors of scale that account for the

quantity and quality of industrial production and the ultimate

2prosperity of national defense industries.

3
Part III. Scale, Comparative Advantage, and the Structure of the

World Arms Transfer System. In this section, the above findings

are compared with developments in other parts of the world. It

is hypothesized here that if factors of scale determine the defense

production capabilities of industrialized as well as third world

countries, then a world military industrial system will eventually

emerge which will see

'Pakistan was embargoed by the U.S. between 1965-75; Chile by the U.S. since
1974; Guatamala between 1978 and 1983. Restrictions on Iraq were iposed by
the Soviet tion between June 1963 and May 1964.

2he oldest and largest of the third world arms producers, China, India, and
Brazil are all regional leaders, ranking first in size of population, military,
and GNP. Argentina, also among the oldest of the producers ranks second in size
of military and third in size of population and GNP among Latin American states.
Its production capabilities are also markedly less than its larger competitors.

The theory of coparative advantage developed by the classical economist David
Ricardo, attributed the costs and benefits of international trade to differences
among countries in the relative opportunity costs (costs in terms of goods given
up) of producing the sare commodities. Ebr example, if cottry A must give up
three units of good x for every unit of good y produced, and country B must give
up two wilts of good x for every unit of good y produced, both countries would
benefit if country B specialized in the production of y and country A specialized
in the production of x.

_ __ _
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states producing and selling those items they can manufacture with

the greatest relative efficiency. The largest most advanced

industrialized countries will concentrate on developing sophisticated

technologies, leaving the production of less advanced itas and

components to the industries of smaller or less advanced economic

systems.

A. Factors of Scale and Defense Production in the

Industrialized World. A recent analysis of NATO finds that

factors of scale do mould Europe's defense production in ways similar

to those observed within LDC industries. The study describes a

well-defined, three-tiered structure of capabilities between the

more and less developed European member states as measured by both

how much and what they produce.
1

Thus, the three most industrialized countries of Western

Europe (as measured by GNP), the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG),

the United Kingdom, and France, which represent about 53 percent

of the population of NATO Europe, were found to contribute

80 percent of its arms industry output. The next three most

industrialized and populous states--Italy, the Netherlands, and

lRobert A. Gessert,: "Industrial Considerations in Transatlantic

;ieapcns Cooperation, Part i: European Industry and Political
PersDectives," 7nternational Defense Review, june 1979, p. 3.

. . .. " " . .. . .. ... I
I
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e lv
Belgium, total approximat/ 25 percent of =he NATO European .oculation

and produce 12 percent of its military ".dustrial output. The

remaining seven states of NATO Europe acco t o about 23 percent

of the population and less than 8 percent of the defense industry

output of NATO Europe. As Table 8. illustrates,

iualitative differences were found to separate the industraes

of Europe as well. 2

If the United States is included, another fourth tier of

defense producio:r capability is superimposed on top of NATO

Europe. (See Table 8.) Given the relative factors of scale,

-the dollar value of U.S. defense production is two-thirds higher

than that of :ATO Europe. Together, the six major industrial

states of NATO Europe export less than one-third the value of

U.S. military exports and import over five times the value in

arms (over 70 percent of which comes from the U.S.) imported

1Military size further underlines the stratification of NATO Europe. The
combined militaries of the U.K., France, and the FRG comprise 44 percent
of NATO Europe's armed forces. Italy, the Netherlands, and Belgium
account for 23 percent. The other seven states combined total 33 percent
of the forces. If Turkey, with a 485 thousand man military is excluded,
the remaining six countries contribute only 10 percent
to NATO Europe' s military manpower.

2France and the United Kingdom particularly, with the FRG growing rapidly,
produce a broad spectrum of weapon systems. The same is not true for
the second an+hird tier countries. Italy is an exception. It has
maintained a defense sector almost as broad as the top three but it
is more heavily dependent on the U.S. for both development and production,
.jembling most major items. ("Special Report: Defense Electronics

Exports, NATO Seeking Cohesive Armaments Policy," Defense Electronics,
May 1979, p. 58.) Belgium and the Netherlands, because of their
small size, have accepted more limited goals for their military industries,
maintaining development and design capabilities in specialized defense
sectors only (e.g., the Belgians in small arms and certain electronics;
the Dutch in general electronics and some aspects of ship design.) Nevertheless,
although individual countries at the second and third tiers may produce
specialized items, all but Italy must import most of their military
hardware. ("Special Report," p. 58.)



Table 8: Factors of Scale and MATO

0 o_*  I ofl % of Arms Industry Outzut "

GPpopulation military forces ualitact.ve aipabil-.i:es

NATO ZMUP

TUG Sophisticated
U.K. 66.0 53.0 44.1 80.0 across- h.e-board
France (Germany conatzai.ed

by political !actors)

Italy
Wetherlanda 23.0 25.0 23.0 12.0 Ita.y, across-thxe-board
B3lqium (assembly), sophisti-

cated but in spocialized
defense sectors only

Greece
PortuqaL
RMAMark*
Morway .1.0 23.0 33.0 (10.0) 8.0 less advanced or no
Lwc-durq industry
Iceland
Turkiey

NATO UIROP! & a'.S.

United States 50.0 41.0 39.0 66.0 -Sophisticated
- across-e :a-board;

Iead-odqe in comput.ers.
PQIS, radars, misiaes,

electronics, * ighter
aicraft.

FRG
U.K. 34.0 32.0 27.0 27.00
France

Italy
Netherlands 12.0 13.0 14.0 4.0
Belgium

Greece
Portugal
Oennmark
Norway 5.0 14.0 20.2 (6.0) 2.7

Iceland
Turkey

Sources:

U5.AD. World Military apendit.os and Arms Transfers, 1970-79.
2P'obrt A. -easset , Induastrial Considerations in Transatlantic Weapons

Cooperation, Part 1. European Industry and Political
Perspectives.' International Defense Revie.w, Tune 1979.
p.3

If Turkey with a 485,000 man milita".i.s excluded, the rmining six
countries account for the percent within parentheses.

-40-
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by the U.S. Thus, when compared with the U.S., European states

are subject to the same constraints of economic scale which

stratify the third world. It would appear that as long as the

United States continues to enjoy the relative advantage associated

with scale, it will remain the technological leader of the Western

defense industrial system.
2

1 Gessert, op. cit., p. 5.

2The constrast in capabilities between the U.S. and other European
states can be seen in two key sectors: aerospace and research
and development (R&D). The entire European aerospace industry,
generally acknowledged to be the most technically demanding,
generates only about one-fifth the sales of its American counterpart
For instance, only 1,100 examples of France's highly successful
Mirage III could be sold, while the U.S. produced almost 4,000
F-4 Phantoms. (Richard M. Saunders, "Standardization: In Search
of the Holy Grail," Army Magazine, February 1979, p. 2.)

A similar observation has been made regarding military R&D.
Thomas A. Callaghan has estimated that in 1974, Europe spent
$2.5 billion on military R&D, while the U.S. spent $7.6 billion.
This has meant that individual European countries have had to
depend upon U.S. R&D efforts for many systems. The Tornado
MRCA, a joint European endeavor, reportedly absorbed about 25
percent of West Germany's R&D funds. Even so, the Tornado program
was still-heavily dependent on U.S. R&D since 30 percent of
the cost of each Tornado plane reflects imported American electronic
equipment. ("Special Report," op. cit., pp. 58-68; Paul Lewis,
"Europe's Fighter Jet Program," The New York Times, November 13, 1979.)

For like reasons, associated with scale, European arms industries
are also more dependent on third world markets than the U.S., since
European procurement alone cannot provide sufficient-economies of
scale. France and Britain, for example, depend on foreign markets for
20 tO 30 percent of their total arms sales respectively. The U.S.,
on the other hand, relies on these markets for only five percent of
its total foreign sales. "U.S.-Made Harpoon Battles French Exocet
for Canadian contract," Washington Post, July 8, 1982, p. 5.
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There is some evidence that a corresponding

stratification by scale and function is evolving in Eastern Europe.

Apparently, the Soviet Union's defense industry dominates the

production of Warsaw Treaty countries. The Saviats maintain

large-scale, across-the-board production in all armaments areas,
Warsaw Treaty

while that of other / states is limited and more specialized.

Furthermore, much of the production of non-Russian producers is

based on Soviet designs and licenses. As one study concludes:

The question of specialization and decisions of the location
of specialized plants within the WTO are solved on the
basis of technological level and the best skills in each
country, i.e., a kind of comparative advantage principle
works within WTO defense production.

Although information is not readily available about the

Warsaw Pact's defense production, one analysis of Czechoslovakia's

aerospace sector supports the conclus .on that

some division of t.abbr has occurred between them. The USSR is the

Czech aerospace sector's largest customer, as well as its largest

suppLer, but Soviet exports include a broad spect-um of advanced

technolog;.es, such as large and medium aircraft, helicopters, and

a range of electronic instruments, engines and other technical

equipment. Other than a Czech-built military trainer (the Turbolet:

which was to be acquired by other Warsaw Pact countries, including

the Soviet Union, Czachoslovakia's exports to the USSR are

comprised largely of airframe components and equipment (such as
2

aircraft seats).

Relena Tuomi and Raimo VAyrynen, oo. cit., n. 105.
2"Czechs Gear for East Europe Sales," Aviation Week and Soace
Technoloqy, June 11, 1979, p. 282.
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The data therefore suggest that factors of scale are

shaping the world's military industries into a hierarchy of productive

capabilities. What has been described is a ser4.es of regional

systems which are neither neatly ordered nor perfectly integrated.

However, it can be anticipated that as new producers enter the

system and political barriers become more permeable (as they already
.2

are ), the world's defense industries will be moulded increasingly

by economic factors into a global hierarchical system which capitalizes

on the comparative advantages of its members.
1Table 8a. provides a comparative picture of national and regional military
industrial capabilities in terms of number of weapon systems produced. SIPRI
data is used for all countries other than the LDCs. According to SIPRI figures,
the U.S. alone manufactures over half the number of systems produced by NATO Europe
and Canada, and almost as many (119) as produced by 21 countries in the third
world (131). The Soviet Union is the second largest national producer (86). Only
a fraction of U.S. systems are produced under license, none of the Soviet Union's,
whereas 25 percent of Eastern Europe's and 34 percent of the third world's military
industrial output is licensed. Since engines and other major components are not
included here, the actual number of licensed products is higher for Eastern Europe,
the third world, as well as Western Europe.

2 Lessons from recent wars suggest that acquisition patterns, once constrained by
bloc membership, are no longer predictable. Third country transfers are
eroding the political/ideological barriers that, with few exceptions, characterized
the arms trade. For example, during the Indo-Pakistan war of 1971, Pakistan,
embargoed by the U.S., received supplies for its American arms inventory
from Jordan and Iran. Similarly, Ethiopia entered the war with Somalia with
a U.S. trained and supplied military. Cut off from resupply from the U.S.,
Ethiopia continued to receive American items from countries
such as Yugoslavia, Libya, Israel, and Vietnam. Somalia, on the other hand,
received Soviet equipment from Egypt and Iraq. (See Robert Harkavy, "Toward
Comparing Recent Wars in the 'Arc of Crisis': Lessons for Defense Planners,"
in Defense Planning in Less Industrialized Countries, ed. Stephanie Neuman,
(Lexington Books, forthcoming). The Iran-Iraq war also demonstrated the
increasingly porous nature of arms supply patterns. Iran, embargoed by the
U.S. received American spares and consummables from Israel, and Soviet systems
were acquired from Libya, Syria, and North Korea. Iraq received Soviet items
from Egypt. In Afghanistan, another example, the ujahudin rebels received
Soviet built SA-7 man-portable surface-to-air missiles from Egypt. Sold
to Pakistan (funded by the U.S.), the missiles were then transferred to the
Afghan rebels. (International Report," Defense Electronics, October 1982, p. 19
In the aftermath of the Falklands War,Argentina decided to rebuild its airforce
by buying 22 Mirage III-C fighter jets from Israel. These French-built Mirages
are an addition to 10 Mirage V aircraft Argentina bought from Peru during the
74 day war with Britain. ("Argentina Acts to Buy 22 Jets," Washington Times,
July 30, 1982, p. 5.)

These examples demonstrate the futility of erecting barriers to
the flow of tecnnoloqy and equipment in a system of multiple suppliers. Although
most of the equipment itemized here weasnot produced in the transferring country,
the trend toward diversification and third country resupply will surely grow,
creating at once a more homogeneous and hierarchical qMbal arms transfer

system.
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NO. OF WEAPON SYSTEs IN PODUCTION. 1979

Aircraft* AFJ' Missiles Ships Total L&cenaed

Canada 1 a 12
Western Curope-NATO Ta 68 .8 11 72 2

Belg:Lm 2 3 1 2 I 1
8 c 2

enmlark - - ; 13 3t 0
Francs 25 12 17 6 70 0
rM 3 7 4c 20 2
Greece - 4 5
Italy 1 3 9 38!
Netherlands S - 3 8
Norway, - 3 7b 10 2
Portugal -- 9 9
?=key - 1 a 4 f 5 4
O.K. is 5 13C 21 54 2

OTHER Total 1 2 10 .4__ L__ 3.

Auntzr.a -b _ - 2 1
Finland 6 -- oi
Ireand 1. - 1 2 "0
spain 3 4 b a 2
Sweden 3 2 10 ,
Switzerland 4b 4 - - 8 1

m TT mOL EmPz Total a 0 7 0 1 -0

9el/FM/laeterlands 1 1 -
Frmnce/t"o 1 4 - 5 -

France/U.K. I - - - -I: - - 11 -x-

Fuan/Italy2 - 2 -
Fr/nceT/F. K. - 1 1 -

OTM~~L rNUTZAJC .20d 192 AIL.. .L
Australia 3 1 - 1 1

Jpn161 2 £ ~14 38 2
New Zmelaud -I " - 2 2 0

Total Non-a. S. IDuatrializedI

WARSA TR1AT O2M3 O0
U.S.S.R. Tt 96 0 2 __

Czechoslovaki~a 3 2- 5 0

emany, 0. R. - 3 3 0
Poland 26 2-" 3 8j 2 "
Pol da 3b 2 - 1 a a

OTHER EASTERN EUROPE
Yaqoala ia 1 1  4 9 2

NMT.-It'OI EAST EUOP!
riumxa/Tugaolavia - 1 0

Total Non-U.S.S.L.
East Europe [131 7 1 11 32 a

THIRD WORIDZ Total 62 c25 21 _ 4 _.31
Argentina 60! "

4 
. 14 4

arasil 1091 S 3I 1 a 19 7
9 8 5 10 10 0

Cooia 1 - 2 0
Ea'ua~t a -~p - - i! 0oinican - -1 0

Eqypt - - 1 1 .

Fiji - - 1 0

India 10 2
,  

3c sc 20. 7
Indonesia S9; - - 1 6~
Is el 4 3 16 0

Korea, NO. - - 10 2
E4naa. So.a 1- 3

- - -1. 1

Pastan 3
a  

- 1 - 4 3
Paguay Ia - - - 1 I
Peru " " I 2b 2 1
Philippines 3c - - I - 3 2
So. Africa 3f 2 2i 2

b 
1 9

Taiw2 - 2I 4 3

So-urce * SIPRI Yearbook. 1960, Pp. 44-561
SIPRI Yearbook, 1979, pp. 72-151 for ship produced in indu aliued

.. eson data
C licensed. b 1 system licensed. 0 2 Syste

m
a licensed. d 9 system licensed.

SLigtl planee list not coepJete because of Larqo rafter of typee. SZPRI CoMoted
export versim primarily. f 3 system licensed. q 4 syotesm licesmed.

43a.
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B. Functional Specialization and Comparative Advantage.

it is difficult to predict how fast the proliferation of indigenous

defense industries will spread. Much depends on internal and external

conditions and the strategic environment of individual countries.

It is not, however, difficult to deduce from existing trends that

as more third world states establish production lines, it will

become increasingly difficult for them, as well

as their competi cors, to export their products unless some

functional Specializati~on cakes =lace. Previous -:h...rd world arms

buyers, turned producers will utilize t.:on c siclvpdue

weapons, in ef-fect shrinking the size of :he potential third world

export Market and accen~tuating the problem of achie-ving scale for

other less industrialized prcducers. As a result, 'jnit costs will

rise, forcing third world States to accept some kind of division

Of labor among their industries based on the =rincjiJle of comparati-.e

ad-ar.:ace.

The same wL~l -'- true f=or

the :.ndustrialized world' s less advanced and interlediat: 'evel

!afanse products. The simpler, often lower priced mi-1;tary zter~s

produced by some third world countries can '-e exoected to '.ave

particular appeal to other budget conscious developing countries.

Furthermore, the prospect o! diversifying their scurces of supply

and thus reducing dependence on the major cowers, combinied with

the advantage of utilizing military items tested in tni%4z world

environments are perceiv7ed as decided benefits tnZ4 c'
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1
buyers. For these reasons, LDC defense products promise to offer

competition to some military industries in the developed world.

In the near future, competition will most likely be felt by

those Western industries producing vintage and intermediate level

2
systems, particularly weapon platforms. fhe Brazilians, for

example, capitalizing on the growing preference among LDC

planners for diversified suppliers, now promote their weapons

in terms of their ability "to withstand the harsh environmental

conditions and indifferent maintenance" commonly found in developing

countries, and "Brazil's strong [especially post- I-i

Israel's Gabriel missile, for example, has proven attractive to many third

world countries because of its combat experience. During the 1973 Arab-
Israeli War, the Israeli Navy reportedly sank 19 vessels, 13 using Gabriel

missiles. (Graham Warwick, "Israeli combat experience incorporated in latest

missiles," Flight International, December 26, 1981, P. 1886.) Recognizing

the appeal of "battle-tested" equipment for LDC buyers, a senior Armscor

official touted South African military wares in terms of their
'being battle-tested in Namibia, and offered to take prospective

buyers to operations areas for on-the-spot evaluation." (Milavnews, November
1982, p. 14.) The dual-use -haracter of some LZC pr.duc-s also have appea-

to t.6ird world defense olanners. For example, civilian light planes, such -s
the Israeli Arava or Brazil's Bandel:ante can he used as a cuxll'ar':7 -nsh. 0.

a =-a' olane, or as a Crop duster.
Special features iesigned .zr a =art.icular !atmle env.-crunent

ar. another consideration for third world zust ers, The ;raz.llian -I-
an amsniLhious, six-wheeled armored vehicle wnLh ;.s 114nt, fast, easy -o operate

and maintain, and generally "designed for areas t-.hat are "roPI-cai and 1ntZackcd,*-
has been popular among zountzries with si=.ar -equiremens. Warran Hoqe, "razil' a
Arms Find Willing Buyers in the Third World," The Sew York T'imes. August 3, 1981. ,

Finally, sce countries, such as Brazil and :stael, make mIssiles,

bombs, rockets, and other items especially designed to fit Amer.Can, European,

and Soviet equipment. These sources may nave obvious a.ppeal Ln situations where,

for whatever reason, the major producers refuse.to 3ell these items. R.mors

that Brazil was supLyinq Argentina with zons-aales jduri-q :he alkland 'Aar

circulated widely. Similarly, :srae! is reputed to have resuppLied Argentina

(during the Falkland 'Incident and zran during the :ran,:-aq war wit- acuivaient

items. (Jacquelyn S. Porth and reqcry Zo.Ley, '1ertormance under Pressure:

Defense Production ifn . Southern Zne," ef ens& 3nd reign f!ais, A-ugust
L382, pp. L2, 13. !3, %23, (p. 1.3,; 3nd :erusaltm .:st, : ugus- Z. U82.

2some Western industries are apparently preparing to actively engage in

the competition. France's Dassault-Breguet has developed the Mirage 3NG

upgraded from the Mirage 50) as an "advanced technology export competitor

to the Northrop F-5G and Israel's (IAI) Kfir. (Jeffrey M. Lenorovitz, "Mirage

3NG Starts Final Ground Checks," Aviation Week and Space Technology, Nov. 22, 1982,
pp. 52-55.)
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1973) independence vis-a-vis Western and Eastern blocs." The

Indonesian government's decision to buy 2,400 light trucks from

Brazil rather than Japan (many of which are destined for military

service), is offered as evidence that Brazil is now competing
2

with the major and traditional arms exporting nations.

1. Intra-Third World Trade.

That intra-third world trade is, in fact, growing is demon-

strated by the rising number of third world countries purchasing

major equipment produced in other LDC industries. Since 1975, for

example, one or another of Israel's patrol boats, aircraft, and

missiles have been sold to over 17 countries in Latin America,
3

Asia, and Africa. Brazil, too, has sold a wide variety of

equipment--armed reconnaissance cars, trainer planes, and/or
4

patrol boats--to other industrializing states, and Argentina's
5

IA-58A twin turboprop aircraft have been bought by Uruguay.

Since the cessation of U.S. aid programs in 1977 because of human

rights violations, Guatemala has purchased military equipment worth

over $100 million from other sources, primarily Israel, but also
6

from Argentina.

1
John Hoyt Williams, "Brazil, Giant of the Southern Hemisphere," National
Defense, November 1982, pp. 16-20, (18-20) ). Another example of the growing
competition is a recent Venezuela procurement decision. After considering
competing submissions by Euromissile and Israel, the government selected the
Roland SAM system in preference to the Israel sale. (Milavnews, December 1982,
p. 22).

2
Ibid.
3Argentina, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,

Nicaragua, Chile, and Venezuela in Latin America; Malaysia, 
Taiwan, Thailand,

and Singapore in Asia; South Africa, Swaziland, and Uganda 
in Africa. (Neman data).

4Brazil's customers include Abu Dhabi, Bolivia, Chile, Libya, Paraguay, Quatar,

and the Sudan. (Neuman data).

5
Milavnews, July 1981, p. 2.

6
Milavnews, January 1983.
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When countries such as China and

Mexico announce plans to modernize their military, ru.mors abound

regarding prospective arms sales. In the past, attention focused

on suppliers in the developed world. Significantly, rumors now

include third world producers. There have been reports, for instance,

that Brazil and Mexico plan to set up a production line for Embraer's

Ipanema light aircraft in Mexico, that Mexico has procured a license
2

to produce the Israeli Arava STOL transport, and that Mexico

3is planning to coproduce TAM tanks with Argentina. Press

speculation about an Israeli mission to China suggests that a

joint venture to adapt China's aging Soviet T-32 (sic) tanks for

modern warfare could result 4 It is also said that Brazil

is negotiating with China over a sale of armored vehicles (EE-9

Cascavel and the EE-11 Urutu). 5 Perhaps only a few these arrangements

will materialize, but the activity of third world prc_..cers and

the interest of third world buyers is clearly on the rise.

As the reports cited abok, no ly, some s are beginning

to transfer not just military harz- :mological know-

how and industrial infrastruct- - efense

1U.S. Department of Defense Inte- ) -04676-78.

2Edward Kolodziej and Robert Harka.
Security System," Journal of Intei -

1980), p. 81.

3 "Latin's Begin to Invest Heavily in Armamer."

Comerce, January 6, 1982, p. I!.

4.Israelis to vist China in reported arms de
10, 1982. The article states that "China'
Soviet style T-32 tanks." However, the IISS,
does not List a T-32 tank in China's inventor-
referring to the T-34.

5Defense and Foeiqn Affairs eekly Report or -,

March 13, 1980. John Hoyt Williams, op. ci
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industry. China, for instance, helped Pakistan establish an

aeronautical complex for aircraft and engine assembly and overhaul.

A factory erected with Chinese assistance now rebuilds F-6s for
1

the Pakistani airforce. Israel, too, is reported to be transferring

technical assistance to other third world countries. For example,
reported to be/ products, including the

South Africa is/producing/ several,, Gabriel missile under license, 2

and Taiwan's Hsiung Feng missile is considered to be a Taiwanese

version of Israeli technology. Rumors about the construction of

a frigate in Taiwan with both Israeli and South African assistance,

although unverified, persist.
4

Similar trenes are underway in Latin America. Paraguay is

producing under license from Brazil the EMB-326 Xavante (originally

a 1950s Italian trainer). It is the only major weapon system known

to be produced in Paraguay. Mexico,too, is contemplating indigenous

production of aircraft, specifically, the Brazilian EMB-326 and

either Brazil's EMB-il0 transport or Israel's Arava 202 transport.

In either case, the choice of license is apparently being made between

third world industrial products.

e.C., .nese supq d, a turnkey operation, f-nd:.nq and sup"v.n. a :om=p a.e F-4
m:4-gSF' :omuald fac-ory, includinq all aqu-..ment, machine -c01, steam ;enera:Ina

=Iant and sl.ctrical fitt.ngs "down . . to -he last nut and ool-. All :at
was requized zf Pakistan was supply of the fac-ory sine, labor force and :emen-,
sand an water.* As the next staqe in th e development of; Paklstan's aerospace
offenD~lails, awoher facility is planned which will manufacture under ILcanse
t.bh Swedish Saab-Sania HF-17 (known in Asia as the Mus hshak, !or which Pakistan
nssales r-i:qhts Ln Souc.roest Asia. "Chinese Asxistinq Pakisanai .'ndustry,"
Aviation Week and Space Technoog4ach 30, 1981.

*south A.-ca Promotes Sale of Modern Arms," Washington P3st. Secpt=er 2, 18. .

1:.' P. lodrz:n and .o. 7ones, "The ?ar Zas-ern saves, '".$. naval :nsl:-a
Proaai~s ar-n iP2 e 0-55 .2)

5 .vman data.

-- • " " -" .. .. . . , . .. .. . . ,,,. ,..,1 ,,.r 
- - - - L

. . . .. . . . _,,
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2. LDC Military Exports to Industrialized Countries.

Through a series of offset arrangements, )oirln ventures,

and the establishment of subsidiaries in third world countries, a

form of reverse trade, primarily in less advanced military equipment,

is beginning to develop between North and South. Egypt, for instance,

currently coproducing the Franco/German Alpha Jet trainer, is sending
1

back simple components to France. Als, Brazil's largest aircraft

maker (Embraer) makes vertical tail assemblies and pylons for the

F-5E and exports them to the U.S. as part of the agreement under which
2

Brazil buys F-5s for its airforce. Taiwan

1Clarence Robinson, "Egypt's Technology Shift: Factories Tool for
Alpha Jet Program," Aviation Week and Space Technology, January 18,
1982, pp. 61-66. Of the 45 Alpha Jets ordered, eight are being
supplied in completed form. The remaining 37 are being assembled
with some component construction at the Helwan Aircraft Division.
Eighty of the 116 Larzac 04 turbofan engines are also being assembled.
(Milavnews, January 1983, p. 8.)

2
"Brazil Emerges as a Supplier of Arms, " LOs Angeles Times, July 12, 1977.
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manufactures assemblies which are also shipped back to Northrop'c

production line in California.1 Components for Alouette helicopters

produced in India are resold to France, and Israel Aircraft In.dustries,

Ltd. (ZA1) makes conformal fuel tanks for McDonnell Douglas.'

effect, these third world industries are functioning as subcontractors

for industries in supplier countries.

But licensing and offset agreements have gone beyond subcontracts

on purchased equipment. Many now include or-her unrelated defense

Ltems produced in thi:d world countries, establishing an 1.ncip'enz "ioc-way

street" of arms transfers between suppliers and recipients. Thus,

France has contracted to buy (and has received) Brazil's Xingu

trainers (EMB-121), 4axad the U.S. Army will purchase to-way radio's

from Israel's Tadiran factory. 5  Lately there have even been a

Ux direct sales from third world industries to the indust-ialized

world without benefit of offset agreements. The Swiss, for example,

are purchasing artillzry shells from the Israelis, 6 and the

7ussians reportedly concluded ne.otiac-ons with Brazz! f5:r 90 m.
7

-annons to- be mounted on combat vehicles.

Capta-n R. TAnneth Sowers, "Coproduction: The U.S. F-SE in TaLwan and Sw3.zezland,'
Defense Svstems Management Review, Vol. 2, 4o. 2 (Sprixq 1979), pp. 34-45 (p. 44).

2 SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1981, p. 77.

3 Aospace Daily, April 27, 1981, p. 323.

Brazil has also trained .-rench aircrews and 'round personnel at Sao Jos6 dos
Compos. .4ilavnews, June 1982, p. 16.

'E-Systeas Protests Foreign Arms O.&ls," The )Iew York T.es, say 13, 98Z, Z-2.

The jewish Week-Aamer.can Examiner, .une 1, 1982, ;. 1-9.

70 Estado dI Sac Paulo, F.acuAr" ;, 1979, ;. 3.
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3. The Product Life Cycle and/ Arms Productior. System.

These developments, although just begining in the military

sector, are an extension of trends already u.derway in the cil'_ien

sector of international trade. Relatively sm---e technolcgies,

with uncomplicated wiring, for example, are no oncer made I- the

hn'_=ed States, i.e. toasters, black and whi:e -. v.s, sewIng machnes,

etc. Autcemohiles may be the next oroduct t: ... " to less devel.zed

countries for production. 7t has been reported that some Latin

Aaerican cotuntries are banding together to for= the " ndean gro'

in order t-o produce cars for the-r own vse. As one American

comentary observes:

-t is becoming increasingly clear :-ha: =roduc-ng the ent.rr
vehicle (automobile) at home may no longer be the most
economical approach. lncreasino!'.', ma-or .estern autmozile
companies are shifting parts of heJ=r .prcoduczion o-fshcre
to take advantage of lower Manufact,.i4n-. costs, and are
integrating production facilities .lobally. "

There is good reason to suppose that this process of techno-

logical diffusion, the so-called "product life cycle" 2  will

characterize the military as well as the civilian sector in the future.

l"The Western Automobile Industry at the Crossroads," Transatlantic Perspective,
no. 4 (January 1981), pp. 9-14 (p. 13).
2 The "product life cycle" model,, developed in the United States. describes
the stages through which a manufactured item passes in terms of the investment
behavior of U.S. industries. First, American companies generate new products
and processes in response to factors of production in the U.S. Second, as the
domestic market becomes satiated, these products and processes are introduced
abroad by exporting. Third, as the technology ages and diffuses, and the export
position of the original U.S. companies threatened (either by local competition
or competitive exports from other countries), the U.S. cc=anies establish subsidiaries
overseas in order to retain their competitive advantage by utilizing the lower
cost factors abroad to lower costs. Fourth, although the American companies
retain their oligopolistic advantage for a period of time, it is eventually lost as
foreicn companies imitate and produce similar products a.d/or services, and

rivals invest in the same overseas market. (For a complete analysis,
see Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay: The Multinational Spread of U.S. Enterprises,
New York: Basic Books. 1971.1

. • ' .- -
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As Table 9. indicates, since 1972 the number of major U.S. weapon

systems delivered to the third world has declined,

reducing the U.S. share of the non-Communist world's arms trade.

So elements within the United States have been less than

delighttd by these developments. The question of protecting America's

"technological lead" has been, in the last few years, an issue of grow-

ing debat3,1 and ru.blings can be heard within segments of

U.S. industry regarding lost jobs and foreign exchange earnings

as a result of offset agreements with foreign countries. Brazilian

aviation export-financing policies, for instance, have been .nc:easingly

criticized by some U.S. manufacturers which charge the BrazJ:.ians

with unfair trade subsidy practices. So too, an electonics

company, E-Systems, in a campaign to stop foreign industries from

selling weapons and equipment to U.S. forces under special diplomatic

agreement, took particular umbrage over an Israeli company's successful

.or example, see: Department of Defense, An Analysis of -xoort Contoi of U.S.
Technoloqy--A D(D Perspective, A report of the Doefnse Sc'.ence Board Task F'or-e
on Export of U.S. Technoloqy (Februar"? 1976); Amerzcan Zntar rise :.nst**.tse
Legislative Analysi.s: Proposals for Reform of Export Czntrols for Advanced Technolocv
Auqust 1979; A Sympos u. on "Trade, Technology, and Leveraqe," Fore.1zn. o. -. _,
32 (Fall 1979), pp. 63-10; aLc.haxrd Burt, "U.S. Seeks to uard Tec.oloqlooa,.
?dqe," The New York Times, December 11, 1.977; "Offsets and Tec.uoloqy Trans!er,"
Av-.aion Week and Soace Technolo'y, Jul7 26, 1.982.

2"razilian Zxport POL.Ley Sparks riiclsm," Aviation Week and Space Taec."oloc.,
Zune 21, 1982, p. 60. Fa.rcul d Ai.rcraft Corp. recen:l' lost ..c z.d ,--"

-.port duties against Brazil's Emtraer 3andeiran.e -==uter "raaft be!zfre : ,e
U.S. Znternational Trade Comussion. FIa. .r:U.-d =har ed tat L-t .et.o
omuter aircraft sales had been inlured by the araz.Llian fi-nanci.nq subli.dy

(nine percent interest rate) to .ts o--stcmers. The American company claumed
that "its share of the 1.9-passenqer commuter transport maxket dropped from iO%
in 1978 to a current 30% while fhraer's sare rose ;roportionately." Av2at;,on
Week and Space Technolooy, Spetember 27, 1992, p. 24.)
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bid to provide the U.S. Army with radios.

The Europeans, on the other hand, seeking to extend

their own defense production lines and markets, view joint ventures

in the third world as a golden business opportunity, and are

arranging a growing number of collaborative efforts with third
2

world industries. For third world leaders, these arrangements

L"E-Systems Protests Foreign Arms Deals," The New York Times, May 13, 1982, p. 0-2
Tadiran, the Israeli company which won the Army contract, underbidding E-systems by
$9 million, is 42 percent owned by General Telephone and Electronics Corporation and
42 percent owned by Koor Industries, Ltd., one of Israel's largest industrial companies.
E-Systems appealed the Army's decision to the U.S. Defense Department and General
Accounting Office (GAO). When the GAO ruled againatE-Systems, the company sought a
restraining order vs. the Tadiran contract from the U.S. District Court in Dallas, Tex.
Majority Leader James C. Wright (D.-Tex.) introduced an amendment to the defense author-
ization bill which would deny the Pentagan the right to choose a non-U.S. company as
sole producer of any item of military equipment for the U.S. It has been reported that
some compromise will be reached. "We' 11 probably have to give E-Systems a piece of the
[Army] radio action," a Pentagon official observed, whether the Wright amendment passes
ot mot. "Congress vs. the Pentagon on 'Buy American,' Business Week, pp. 58-9.

2he following examples of joint ventures between European and third world industries
were reported in 1981: Brazil-Italy - A joint venture agreement (joint inveszment) to
produce a strike fighter aircraft was concluded in June 1980. The agreement
included joint production of a Sauro-class conventionally powered submarine. In a
separate arrangement, a new subsidiary or Oto Melara, to be called Oto Brazil, will
be set up to produce artillery and small guns in Brazil; Brazil-Germany - Krauss-
Maffei (FRG) in association with two Rrivate Brazilian arms companies and under Engesa's
supervision, agreed to produce the Lkard family of tanks (30,40,60 tons). It was
also reported that a Krupp affiliate (NAK) will manufacture light infantry support
tanks in Brazil;
India-West Germany - Dornier and HAL were discussing joint development of a civil
transport aircraft; India-France: SNIAS and HAL agreed to jointly develop a new armored
helicopter to be powered with Turbomeca engines;
Korea-Great Britain - Korea and BAe negotiated an agreement to establish a joint venture
plant in Korea which would produce some of the simple components for the Hawk and
possible other BAe products in conjunction with So. Korea's initial order for 18 Hawks.

. . . .
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not only facilitae the transfer of major defense technolcgies

and industrial know-how, but represent a means by which complex

organizational and managerial techniques, quality control methods,

and technical skills can also be acquired. judg~ng from the

pLethora of aqgreements, both the Europeans and the third world

are finding the marriage of their mutual needs .n the defense

sector to be compatible.

Part IV. The Future World Military Industrial System.

There can be little question that the trends described

above are altering the character of the global arms trade. The

world is facing a constantly csc:lating l:e.l of defense production

in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Today's advanced military

technology is tomor.-ow's intermediate-level weapon system, and

through a network of offsets and joint ventures, today's buyer

is often tomorrow's producer. 1

1.":he -elationship between arms purchases and uxs -product-on -s axa,.,-*d ;.r.
StePhanue :euman. ".rms Tranefers, Znienous efziense .r=duct.or. nd e sden.r c,.
T e SO c L, of he ?srsian Zu .f, -HssQ n Amisad -. (ed., lndcn: : -
p . I -150. " 1

" . .. • .1°
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Nevertheless, although the world arms production system

pictured here is dynamic rather than static, the indicators suggest

that it will remain essentially hierarchical in st.ucture. If

the observations we have made here ar

accurate, then as the industrial caoabilities of the member

states grow , the inherent economic constraLnts of size and

infrastructure can be expected to maintain the tiered character

of the global defense production system described above. Although

the capabilities of individual countries may advance or decline

as a by-product of the process of technological diffusion, over

time the unequal distribution of resources among states will tend

to ensure and perpetuate a global hierarchy of capabilities.

History demonstrates that in the long run technology is

highly perishable. It dissizates rapidly with time as the concept

becomes broadly known and understood. Industrial leadership, whether

c:ilian or military; is not protected by attempting to preserve

existing and therefore obsolescing technical capabilities. As

one technologist has observed: "Tec.hnical superiority i3 maintaincd

most effectively by active continuous replenishment of 'old

technology' through research and development."
I

But as tnis paper nas tried to demonstrate, the capab..ity

for sophisticated R & 0 is limited to a few industrial systems

which stand at the apex of a stratified world militar- production

Statement by Jack 1. Hope, quoted in John F. :udqe, "E xport.ng Technoloqy:
An Exercise in Iqnorance," Governmnt Execut:ie, July .977, (no page aumber:.
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system. As one study found, virtually all research and developTent takes place

in industrialized countries, 85 percent in the U.S. and the Soviet Union alone.

In fact it is only these two states out of the world's 188+ sovereign entitities

that have the size, capacity, wherewithall, and perceived need to produce a complete

range of the most advanced weapons. 2

A. Technological Change and the Structure of the System. The signif-

icance of this discrepancy in military production capabilities for

the structure of the international system cannot be overlooked. Techno-

logical advances in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. industries are already transforming

their military inventories and war fighting capabilities. For example,

both the U.S. and the Soviet Union are seriously engaged in military-

related R&D in laser technology. Both have research programs costing

billions of dollars,3 a price few other nations can afford. 4  It is

If France and Britain are added, the share of the industrialized countries increases
90 percent. (Inga Thors~on, "Study on Disarmament and Development," The Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists, June/July 1982, pp. 41-44.) In general, third world countries
have not had much success with their attempts to develop more advanced systems
(e.g., high performance aircraft, long-range or complex missiles, main battle tanks,
etc.) India's experience with the MiG-21 is a case in point. Fifteen years after
production began, India found it necessary to import 40-50 percent of the components.
On the basis of this and other findings, one study concludes that advanced systems
manufactured independently by third world countries will continue to require considerable
foreign assistance in both design and production. Foreign designers may be retained
to design "indigenous" systems, but the independent design, development, and even
production of advanced components is still many years away. (K. Nagaraja Rao and
Jack Philip Ruina, Disarmament and Development: The Case of Relatively Advanced
Developing Countries, unpublished research report, August 1980, pp. 21 and 29.

2Between the two superpowers, only the U.S. has been able to build and maintain
the most sophisticated production and R&D bases which enables it to maintain a
lead in technological.innovation. Commenting on the U.S. advantage in certain
weapon systems Maurice J. Mountain observes: " . . . the U.S. advantage derives

in the first instance from superior guidance and control systems, liquid and solid
propulsion systems, advanced computers, composite materials, basic airframe fastening
techniques, active and passive sonar systems, cable technology and signal processing."
("The Continuing Complexities of Technology Transfer," Government Executive, January
1979, pp. 46.)

According to one report, the Russians have had a research program devoted to
the military uses of lasers underway since 1970 which costs "billions of dollars".
The U.S. has spent "more than $2 billion in laser weapons research for more than
a decade." ("The Coming Space War," Foreign Report, September 16, 1982, pp. 1-3.)
Large increases in spending for military uses of space are planned over the next five
years by the U.S. Department of Defense. The Reagan Administration plans to increase

[fn. cont. next page]
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believed by some analysts, that the next generation of laser

weapons will transform warfare on the ground and extend the battlefield

to outer space possibil y within the next decade, making obsolete

many existing conventional technologies.1

Developments in microelectronics and computers, areas

in which the U.S. is siad to enjoy an estimated five year lead over

the Soviet Union, are already having these effects. 2 They have

enabled the U.S. to produce a whole generation of so-called "smart

weapons: or "precision guided munitions" (PGMs) which are easier

to operate and maintain, smaller and lighter to transport, endowed

with accuracy that approaches "one shot, one kill", and provide

a stand-off capability which keeps operators isolated from the

[fn. cont. ]
the military space budget from the current $6.4 billion a year to $14 billion
a year by FY 1988, without allowance for inflation. ("U.S. to Increase Military
Funds for Space Uses," The New York Times, September 29, 1982, p. 1.)

4:n -he sphere of space technology, in general, the U.S. and U.S.S.R. lead.
Milltarv applications, explorations of space, manned orbi-al missions--all zf these
are oeyond other countries' capabilities. Budgetary comparisons with --urcce, for
example, reveal that Europe's combined e.xpenditu±re on space Pro'ects are -ess than
20 percent of the :SASA budget, i.e. NASA's oudget .n 1981 3rounted :c .54 35--
3nd Europe's to a Little over $1 billion. (John H. Hoagland, Western --urce as
a Scace ?cwer," -arooe'America :etter, 7une 1982, !o. 13-30.

IFormer Air Force Secretary Hans Mark has been a strong proponent of laser research
and its military-related potential. See his speech reported in the Albuquerque
Journal, January 16, 1982. Dr. Patrick Friel, a former Department of Defense official,
concurs with Secretary Mark. His views appear in Defense Daily, June 29, 1982, p.
326 and June 30, 1982, p. 332. Other specialists disagree, contending thac laser
technologies are not cost effective and that various countermeasures could easily
defeat them. The most detailed analysis appears in a Massachusetts Institute of
Technology study written by Kosta Tsipis and Michael Callahan and reported in
The Wall Street Journal article "Laser Arms in Space Termed Impractical and a Potential
Trigger to Nuclear War," December 22, 1980, p. 10.) But whether laser weapons prove
to have a revolutionary effect on warfare or not, it is clear that space technology
is the new military frontier--one that is dominated by only the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
If the military-related technological space revolution is not yet upon us, it is
apparently coming.

2A large literature describing thse developments is available. Some examples are:
William Perry and Cynthia A. Roberts,"Winning Through Sophistication: How to Meet
the Russian Che*.lnge," Technology Review, July 1982, pp. 27-35; David M. Russell,
"PGs Achieve Stand-off Range with Sophisticated Guidance Systems," Defense Electronics,
November 1982, pp. 94-98; "Killer Electronic Weaponry: Tipping the Balance in Military
Power," Business Week, Sftember 20, 1982, pp. 74-77, 80, 84.

.-.. ~ ~*'...............
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1
densest part of the battlefield. Similarly, electronic cameras

can now photograph enemy activity from great distances in the sky

and relay precise images instantaneously to small ground read-out

stations (small enough to fit into a van). 2 Computers built with

very high speed integrated circuits (VHSIC)--tiny silicone chips

that have tremendous signal-processing speed and capacity--wi.ll

soon failitate rapid communication among command posts, helicopters,

armored vehicles, infantry, and reconnaissance satellites making
3

possible a swift and coordinated tactical response. As one analyst

has observed:

Traditionally, war is fought on the ground, at sea,
and in the air. Now a fourth dimension is emerging which
threatens to dominate warfare by the 21st century--the
electromagnetic spectrum. An electronic war would respect 4
no geographical border, nor service roles and missions.

IFor. example, an Army and Airforce program, "Assault Breaker", is developing an array

of long-range missiles, mines, cluster bomblets, and other guided munitions that

can be fired from aircraft as well as artillery. These weapons will be equipped

with autonomous guidance systems which seek targets independent of the launching

aircraft, allowing a plane to send a PGM toward a battle area and retreat before

coming within detection range of the enemy air defense system. In a battle, for

instance, if radar surveillance indicates that enemy armor is massing behind the

front lines, one scenario uses a special missile which would be directed toward that

area. Flying over the tanks, the missile would spew out 30 or more rockets that

float slowly down on parachutes scanning the terrain below with sensors turned to

find armored vehicles. When contact is made, these rockets cut their parachutes

and swoop down on the tanks. It is estimated that one of these "Assault Breaker"

missiles could destroy an entire tank company, up to 30 miles behond the battlefield.

Eventually, it will be possible to sow some of these missiles like mines, which

lie in wait until their sensors detect armor apnproaching and then ambush enemy tanks

at short range. (See "Miller Electronic WEaponry," Business Week, p. 76; and

"Tomorrow's infantry: more lethal and much swifter," Business Week, October 18,

1982, pp. 189-90, 194.)

2 Infra-red sensors will soon make it possible to achieve a stand-off imaging capability

under all weather conditions. Benjamin F. Schemmer, " 'Electronic Cameras' with

Instantaneous Ground Read-out Now Make Real-time, Precision Tactical Targeting

Operationally Feasible," Armed Forces Journal International, November 1982,

pp. 70-72 (p. 70).

3ibid. and "Tomorrow's infantry . . ." op. cit.

4Graham Warwick, "Electronics on the offensive," Flight International, October 23,
1982, PP. 1221-1222 (1221).
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And another concluded even more enthusiastically:

A turning point in the history of warfare was reached in

1982. A pair of brushfire wars finally proved what military

strategists had increasingly been predicting: that the outcome

of future battles will hinge less on how many canks, ships,

or aircraft are depIoyed than on the new technology of

electronic warfare.

The reverberations of these technolorical chans are beina felt in defense
In the U.S.,

bestsb)ishefnt a31 over the wnrld. / each military service is in the

process of developing separately and jointly new strategies for
2 As a result,

offensive and defensive warfare. / the Pentagon has set into motion

a spiralling demand for increasingly sophisticated EW equipment,

electronic countermeasures (ECK - designed to foil an enemy's use

of EW) and electronic counter-counter measures (ECCMS - designed

to thwart hostile ECHs). Accordingly, defense spending has shifted

away from platforms (e.g. aircraft, armor and artillery, ships) to

their weapons, information processing devices, and other electronic

1"Killer Electronic Weaponry," Business Week, September 20, 1982, p.74.

Bw has prompted important changes in U.S. doctrine in all three services, which
include striking deep behind enemy lines and using integrated tactics of destruction,
disruption, and deception. made possible by recent electronic innovations. The Army,
for example, has a brand new doctrine called Air Land 2000 that stressses a more
mobile, maneuverable, "counter strike" style of fighting designed to cope with larger
nunbers of enemy ground forces. (For a full description see: Deborah Shapley, "The
Army's New Fighting Doctrine," The New York Times Magazine, November 28, 1982, pp.
36-42, 47,48,50,52,56; Tony Velocci, "Battle Doctrine for the 21st Century,"
National Defense, November 1982, pp. 11-14; "Tomorrow's Infantry: More lethal and
much swifter," Business Week, October 18, 1982, pp. 189-190, 194; "Killer Electronic
Weaponry,"Business Week, September 20, 1982, pp. 74-77,80,84).

The U.S. Navy has also completed an Electronic Master Plan devised to merge
air and subearine defenses and to "orchestrate all the jamming, decoys, cover and
deception measures available to carrier battle groups." ("Killer Electronic Weaponry,'
Ibid., pp. 76-77; see also, William J. Ruhe, "Antiship Missiles Launch New Tactics,"
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, December 1982, pp. 60-65; Norman Friedman, "Naval
Airborne Early Warning," Naval Forces, No. V. ,vol. III, pp. 78-82; Mark Reardon,
"All the chips at Sea: How Computers Have Revolutionized the U.S. Navy," Seapower,
July 1982, pp. 24-30.)

The Airforce has set up a special Electromagnetic Combat Office responsible
for coordinating EW research and plans 6or future contingencies. ("Killer Electronic
Weaponry," Ibid.., p. 76.)
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items. Demand has grown to the point that all three U.S. armed

services are expected to more than double their funding for electronic

warfare production and R&D by 1986.

The Russians)

working hard to close the technological gap with the U.S., are

attempting to obtain production "know how" by all means possible.
3

The Europeans, too, are considering the application of a wide array

of new conventional technologies to a revised NATO strategy which

they believe will raise the threshold at which nuclear weapons .uld

be used to blunt a Soviet attack. As Germany's former Undersecretary

of Defense, Dr. Kurt Leister, commented: "While conventional weapons

cannot 'replace' nuclear weapons, they can reduce our dependence

on early use of nuclear weapons." Understandably, there is

considerable motivation on the part of the Russians and Europeans

to incorporate modern electronic equipment into their force structures.

But constraints of scale and/or comparative advantage have

slowed industrial progress in all countries except the U.S. As one

European military officer remarked: "The price of this electronic

See William Perry and Cynthia Roberts, op. cit.

It has been predicted that the total American EW market will expand by 123 percent
by 1986, representing a 14.5 percent rate of annual growth. ("14.5% Annual Growth
for U.S. EW market," Defense Electronics, November 1982, pp. 52, 54, 56.

An extensive literature on the control of technology transfers to the Soviet Union
has appeared in academic journals and the press. Apparently, the areas of particular
interest to the Russians are: microelectronics, computer know-how, especially in
software and supercomputers, e.g. IBM-compatible data base management systems; ICBM
(Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles) guidance systems; SLBM (Submnarine Launched
Ballistic Missiles) quidance systems; solid rocket propulsion technology; !4IRV
(Multiple Independently Targeted Re-entry Vehicle) ballistic missile capability--
for digital computers onboard; signal processing software for satellite/antisubmarine
sensors), laser weapons technology, and advanced composite metals techniques. (See:
John Hillkirk, "Software is the stuff of espionage," USA Today, October 22, 1982,
p. B-1; ",iller Electronic Weaponry," op. cit. pp. 77-78; James L. Buckley, "Control
of Technology Transfers to the Soviet Union," Department of State Bulletin, August
1982, pp. 71-73; Gerhard Mally, "Technology Transfer Controls," Atlantic Communitv
Quarterly, Fall 1982, pp. 233-238; Eugene B. Skolnikoff, "Technology Transfer and
Security,'.' Europe/America Letter, October 1982, pp. 18-26.

Benjamin F. Schemmer, "NATO's New Strategy: Defend Forward, But Strike Deep," Armed
Forces Journal International, November 1982, pp. 50,51,S4,55,56,58,59-,62,63,64, 65,
68.
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one-upsmanship can escalate beyond the means of even industrialized

Europe. How much can smaller countries afford?" In the Soviet

Union, where scale is not the problem, a centralized system of

planning and supply, and the lack of economic incentive, apparently

have prevented their high technology industries from keeping pace
2

with U.S. technical advances. As one analyst concludes:

The United States still has a comparative advantage in
developing new industries such as these. First, the United
States has the largest and most innovative complex of
scientific institutions in the world, the main source of
the industries of the future. Second, the United States
has by far the largest defense budget among its allies. This
has provided and can continue to provide, through long-term
procurement contracts, exactly what new companies in new
industries need t9 .get them through the first, difficult
stages of growth.

For third world countries, these developments must demonstrate

how difficult it will be for them to change the existing world military-

industrial balance. If even in the United States, the exacting

production and technical skills required by increasingly sophisticated

EW devices threaten to concentrate production in larger companies
many

already experienced in electronics' manufacture, and eliminate/smaller

and/or new companies from the market, 4 then what competitive advantage

can industries in the developing countries hope for? Their

"NATO Leaders Propose More High Tech Weapons," Baltimore Sun, December 2, 1982,
p. 4.

2 William Perry and Cynthia Roberts, op. cit., p.30.

3James R. Kurth, "Military Power and Industrial Competitiveness: The Industrial
Dimension of Military Strategy," Naval War College Review, September/October 1982.

4 "Killer Electronic Weaponry," op . cit., pp. 80 & 84.

.- ~ *..
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prospects must seem grim indeed. For by the time even the most

industrially advanced third world countries master today's conventional

technologies, these systems will be out-of-date, and the LDC industries
1

will be caught in a game of "catch-up" again.

Other developments in microelectronics also hold negative

promise for third world industries. Computerization of the factors

of production and assemblies in the North threaten to erode their

current comparative advantage of lower labor costs, and diminish

the incentives for Western industries to locate assembly plants in

the LDCs.

B. The U.S.: Competitive Advantage.

Evidence of the U.S. competitive advantage, the product-

life cycle at work, and the enduring structure of the world's military

industrial capabilities, can be found in Table 9. Between 1972

and 1981, the total number of weapon.systems.delivered by the U:,S.

to the third world declined, and the U.S. share of exports dropped

in all categories except the most advanced , e.g. supersonic combat

aircraft and surface-to-air missiles. The data imply,

that as military products have aged, other suppliers (chiefly European)

have acquired a larger share of U.S. markets in the third world (e.g.:

light armor, warships, small submarines, subsonic aircraft [trainers],

iThe difficulties U.S. industries face in gearing-up for production of new technologies

serve to illustrate the problem. For example, normally it takes an American company

three-and-a-half to five years to build a new plant of any size and get it into

production; finding sufficiently trained technicians has become an equally time-

consuming effort. Technology has become so advanced, unskilled labor cannot be
quickly retrained as was the practice in the U.S. during WWII. "The tolerances are

too tight, the equipment too sophisticated. It takes three years for a machinist
apprentice to complete his rigorous course; the better part of a year to retrain
someone who has been producing autos to work on high technology aerospace parts..

Robert J. Carlson, "strengthening the Defense Industrial Base: An Aircraft

Engine Manufacturer's View," Paper delivered before a Conference of The Scientists

Institute for Public Information, Boston, Mass.: The Harvard Center for Science
and International Affairs, The American Academy of Arts and Sciences, May 10, 1982,

p. 3.
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1

and other military aircraft [mainly transports]). But in those

military items requiring new, advanced technologies, the U.S. has

increased its share of exports to the third world. 2  Were export

data available on deliveries of different kinds of missiles (such

as air-to-air [e.g., the AIM-9L] or air-to-ground [e.g., laser guided]

missiles), radars, communication equipment, surveillance planes (AWACs

and E2Cs), avionics, composite materials know-how, and other ad-, nced

components, the U.S. lead in exports to the third world would no

doubt appear even more pronounced.

iThe major weapon system deliveries registered in Table 9. for "iinor Wesu uz-p~an
and "Other" are mainly re-exports. In the "Other" category of the 60+ countries which
transfer arms to LDCs, Brazil, Israel, China, South Africa, India, and Araentina
export indigenously produced military items as well.

2
Although the Soviet Union also increased its share of the supersonic fighter market

in the third world, it lost 39.3 percentage points in deliveries of surface-to-air
missiles. It is interesting to note that the shift away from platforms (to their
weapons) in U.S. defense spending has been mirrored in the decline of U.S. platform
deliveries to the LDCs in 1981, and a rise in Soviet and European deliveries in this
category.

It is expected that American EW companies will experience a rapid growth in
export sales, particularly after the demonstrated skill of U.S. EW equipment during
the 1982 Lebanon War. See: Drew Middleton, "Soviet Arms Come in Second in Lebanon,"
The New York Times, September 19, 1982, p. E 2; Anthony H. Cordesman, "The Sixth
Arab-Israeli Conflict: Military Lessons for American Defense Planning," Armed
Forces Journal International, August 1982, pp. 29, 30, 32 (pp. 30 & 32); "Lebanon
Proved Effectiveness of Israeli EW Innovations," Defense Electronics, October 1982,
pp. 41-44; Richard C. Gross, "The Air War Over Lebanon: TACs Advantage," Defense
Science and Electronics, vol. I, no. 3, pp. 11-12, 19 & 80; "Killer Electronic
Weaponry," op. cit., p. 84.

3The 1981 U.S. decision to sell Saudi Arabia five Boeing E-3A AWACS and other equipment
(for $8.5 billion) is a case in point. In addition to the AWACS, the package includes
6 KC-135 aerial refuelling tankers, 1,177 AIM-9L Sidewinder air-to-air missiles and
long range fuel tanks for the 62 F-15 fighter aircraft already on order, and 22
ground based radar installations. As The State Department data (upon which Table
9. is based) is now organized, only the aircraft would be included in number of
deliveries. The missiles, fuel tanks, and radar installations would not be
represented. If several other 1981 U.S. arms transfer agreements are considered:
e.g., 24 F-16 fighter aircraft to Venezuela; 36 F-16s to Korea (costing $900 million);
40 F-16s to Pakistan -- part of a $3.2 billion five-year military and economic aid
package which includes anti-tank missiles, and advanced communication systems, i,
is apparent that the observed increase of advan.:ed American military equipment
deliveries to the third world in 1981 will be r,peated in subsequent yea'rs. (See Si-'7'_

YEARBOOK, 1982, pp. 177-82 for further discussion of U.S. arms transfer agreement

with the LDCs.)
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The dollar value of arms sales to the third world presented

I
in Table 10. suggests this is so. Because factors of cost and

technological sophistication are generally closely related, the fact

that the U.S., in spite of the declining number of deliveries, still

commands the largest dollar share of third world arms sales implies

that the demand for and transfer of advanced American technology is

greatly responsible for continued U.S. predominance in the LDC arms

2 what we have hypothesized, name!,, tnat

market. This finding also underscores/the factors of scale and

omparative advantage which structure the word'!z arms trade and to-

date constrain military industrial production in othei countries.

Apparently, contrary to the predictions of interdependence theorists,

the process of technological innovation promises not future world

equality, but the perpetuation of an hierarchically ordered world

military industrial system.

iAlthough the various data sources do not agree on the dollar value of individual

suppliers deliveries, .nor do they present equivalent information, there is general
concensus among them that in terms of -ollars earned, U.S. arms sales dominate

the third world's arms trade. Se: United States Departent of State, Conventional
Arms Transfers in the Third World, 1972-8l, August 1982, which presents the dollar
value of arms agreements, and Table 10, which is based on the SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1982
dollar value estimates of arms deliviries to the third world.

p. 61),
2Given the size and content of the arms sales described above (fn. 3 ,/ it can be

expected that the dollar value of U.S. del;.veries in this category will increase
appeciably during the 1980s. It should be poLnted :;t that Tables 9. and 10.
underestimate ti - "cport activity of the ma-or suppliers in general and of

the U.S. in particular. The U.s. State Department data, from which Tables 9.
and 10. are derived, incorporate all Ma-or weap, r systems but not licensing
and servicing fees, manufacturing equipment Dr :mponent exports. To take
only one example of the data distortion wh,,c- :cczrs -- the American components

in Brazil's Bandeirante, which total 54 pe .-enz c: the cost of the aircraft

are not counted as U.S. exports. Rather the total ex.rt -alue of the finished
Bandeirante aircraft is credited to Brazll n the -:,.her" category). The

omission of licensing fees undercstimatis the dollar :alue of U.S. and Western
European exports specifically, since the ioviet Union is less forthcoming in

permitting licensed production of their ma'or weapons. SIPRI Regi sters identify
61 U.S. major weapons being produced under license outside the U.S., while
the Soviet Union has only 10 similar arrangements with Czechoslovakia, Poland,
and India. (SIPRI YEARBOOK 1982, p. 185.)
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Table 10.

$ Shares of Exports of Major Weapons to the Third World

By Supplier 1972-1981

(U.S. $ million, at constant 1975 prices)

Country 1972-1976 1977-1981 % Change

USA 9,787 38 17,696 37 -1
USSR 8,499 33 15,783 33 0
France 2,576 10 5,740 12 +2
United Kingdom 2,318 9 1,913 4 -5
Italy 515 2 2,392 5 +3
Others 2,060 8 4,305 9 +1

Total 25,755 42,315

Source: Derived from SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1982, p. 177. The data represent
deliveries of major conventional weapons: aircraft, warships,
armored vehicles, and missiles.

I.
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C. Into The Crystal Ball.

Conclusions drawn from this paper suggest first: that

today's leading LIC arms producers, Argentina, Brazil, China,

Israel, India, South Africa (and to a lesser extent South Korea

and Taiwan), are unlikely to be followed by a second tier of

LIC competitors. This is not to imply that other third world "

countries will not expand their military industrial capabilities
1

and even supplant some of today's LIC producers. Rather, the data

suggest that because most third world countries lack the

combination of socio-economic preconditions (financial resources,

a sizable pool of trained manpower, and a large military) re-

quisite for a viable military industry, the number of LIC pro-

ducers of major weapons is likely to remain limited.

Second, the data indicate that the successes of LDC pro-

ducers to date are narrowly based and their entry into the

increasingly sophisticated range of military industries is be-

coming progressively more difficult. Just as the LDC producers

are beginning to come to terms with existing platform technologies,

the U..S. and U.S.S.R. are expanding their military industrial

horizons, creating a demand for new, advanced products all over

the world, and condemning third world industries to yet another

round of "catch up."

1
As discussed above, P-36, political factors can create, at least for a time,

both "over-achievers" and under-achievers" within the ranks of LDC arms pro-

ducers. Over the long-run this may prove equally true for European arms
industries. One might argue that the relative inability of western European

governments--for fear of the political consequences of laying off employees--

to permit any sector of their arms industries to reduce capacity despite in-
adequate demand, is an exercise in "over-achievement" which factors of scale

will eventually normalize.
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What, then, can be read in the crystal ball? How will

the global arms transfer system develop in the future? How will

the new producers be integrated into the established framework

of the arms trade? What will their role be and how will it im-

pact on the interests of the major industrialized suppliers?

As implied by the analysis of arms exports above, the

world is witnessing a revolution in defense planning and pro-

curement practices which in turn are creating a new global

division of labor in the military sector. Rising weapons' costs

which have accompanied rapid technological innovation are placing

increasing pressure on militaries in the major industrialized

countries to keep platforms in service for longer periods, while

spending available monies on improving the weapons they carry.

As internal markets for new platforms shrink among the major

powers, fewer older models will be available for sale to third
1

world countries and the prohibitive costs of sophisticated major

weapon systems promise to keep LDC demand for them low.
First
/within the industrialized world, some restructuring among

military industries is probably inevitable. Retrofitting and

the upgrading of existing systems for internal use promise to

absorb increasing amounts of production time among former

1
Within U.S. industrial ci.rcles, thought has been given to the conversion

of surplus civilian aircraft for export to industrializing countries. Some
believe these used carriers (e.g., DC-8s, Boeing 707s, Boeing 747s, DC-10s)
can be upgraded and retrofitted for use by third world militaries. Israel,
perhaps in anticipation of such a market, has perfected an air-refueling
device which can be used for the Boeing 707. (Interviews with U.S. and
Israeli defense industry representatives).
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platform fabricators, 1 while increasing demand for new engines,

components, microelectronics, laser technologies, etc. will

encourage diversification among older industries and the growth

of new ones.

To meet the continuing demand for military technology from

third world countries, particularly those with limited financial

resources, various changes in the world market can be anticipated.

First, in the industrialized world, a rise in the custom design,

development, and production of "export only systems," financed

by the buyer or "on speculation" by the manufacturer already

has begun. Northrop's F-5G and the French Mirage F-3GN are only
2

two examples. These systems are designed for countries which

cannot maintain and/or afford the more expensive and sophisticated

versions, and are also often better tailored to the

customer's regional defense requirements than the advanced items

designed and developed for the European battlefront.

Second, in response to the economic needs of third world

countries, and the new production realities within the industrial-

ized world, an increase in various kinds of "offset," arrangements

1
Computers, for example, in a variety of shapes, sizes, and capabilities are

being installed ("embedded") in almost every ship, plane, and weapon system--
old and new--in the Pentagon's inventory. Computers are being used for
everything from sighting guns, processing radar and sonar signals with
tremendous speeds, providing rapid data handling for battle command systems,
to the more mundane task of monitoring fuel levels. ("Rule Dispute Snarls
Military Computers," Baltimore Sun, November 21, l9d2, p.1). The Luftwaffe
is now also extending the service lives of its Phantoms by installing new
weapon system computers in over 160 of their F4Fs. Future prospects include
upgrading to increase airframe life from 4,000 to 6,000 hours and a fitment

of look-down radar to be purchased from the U.S. (ilavnews, January 1983, p. 9).

2
The Northrop Corporation developed the F-5G without government funds, and

without specific orders, put it into production, with the expectation that
there will be a market for more than 1,000 intermediate-level aircraft. (Ben-
jamin F. Schemmer, "Pressures Build For DOD to Buy and Help Sell Northrop F-5G
as its Business Prospects Look Bleaker Than Advertised," Armed Forces Journal

International, September 1982, pp. s-104). The 'irlqe F-j3G was esigned with

a similar market in mind, see fn 2, P45 abovu.



is already underway and can be expected to continue. More third

world states are searching for means of reducing costs by performing

some kind of production task (such as assembly, and/or some com-

ponent manufacture) in-country, or by exporting items back to the

original supplier. As noted above, European manufacturers have

accepted these arrangements as part of the price of doing business

in the third world (and demand similar concessions from U.S. defense

industries for their own purchases), but thus far the official

Ameri.can respbnse has been less than enthusiastic. Present trends

indicate, however, that "offset" agreements in various guises

will be the future currency of the arms transfer system,2 and if

the U.S. wishes to compete, it will have to negotiate similar

arrangements.

Third, there will be a growth in the licensing to and production

S3
of older, or de-grade military technologies in the LDCs. In addition,

to the simpler components, larger numbers of subsonic aircraft, trans-

ports, medium and light armored vehicles, missile patrol boats, fri-

gates, patrol submarines, tactical missile systems, radars, and

some battle field electronics will be manufactured or assembled

1

When procurement of a complex and costly weapon system from a foreign supplier
is pending, the LDC government in question is confronted by one or more of the
following interrelated problems: 1) the outflow of foreign currencies; 2) an
increase in technical and logistic dependency; and 3) the under-utilization of
domestic defense industrial facilities and skilled labor (where they exist). In
order to lessen or "offset" these negative features, the procuring country will
demand either compensation for all or part of the worth of the purchase in re-
ciprocal exports, or it will insist on coproduction of the weapon system in-
country. The Brazilian Government, for example, requires 50 percent offsets
on all aviation imports. Some of these offsets have been achieved through co-
production agreements, but others have been realized through non-military ex-
ports, e.g. coffee, sugar, soybeans, and other agricultural products. "Latin
American Leaders Offer Challenge to U.S. Industry," Aviation Week and Space Tech-
nQ"=, June 21, 1982, pp. r0-61.
2Barter agreements between European arms suppliers and third wo:ld oil producers,

although not often publicly mentioned, are becoming more common as "offsets".
For example, between 1978 and 1980 Saudi Arabia's orders represented 20% of
total French arms exports. Subsequently, one-half of France's oil imports

came from Saudi Arabia. Similar arrangements were struck with the Iraqis.

(Roger Faligot,"Arms for the Middle East: Mitterand puts the profit motive

first," The Middle East, October 1982, pp. 23-26.)
[fn. cont. next page]
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under license in the third world and in some of the smaller Euro-

pean countries, whereas the manufacture of these items (in both

number and variety) will decline in the larger, advanced indus-

trial societies.
Fourthly,
/it is also likely that trade between third world countries

will grow and broaden to include many small European states

(e.g. Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia).-.More of the LDCs are choosing
1

to diversify their sources of weapon supply, in spite of the at-

tendant maintenance problems, rather than subject themselves to

the political pressures associated with single source supply re- 'K
lationships. Past and present lessons in this regard, have not

been lost on the system's-weaker states, and increased self-help

among them can be expected in the future.

Mutually advantageous trade agreements are most likely to

evolve between the smaller European states (those cited above,

including Australia, New Zealand, and Canada are already active

in this area) which specialize in the production of one or more

high technology systems (or subsystems), and third world countries

which seek to either purchase items they do not manufacture, or to

upgrade older weapons currently in service. Smaller European
2

countries can also provide training or technical assistance,
[fn. cont. Thailand, for example, will assemble 47 of the 53 Fantrainer 60s aircraft

has purchased from the FRG, as part of a coproduction agreement which also al-
lows for some domestic component manufacture. This will include wings, the
construction of which will be changed from the present composites, to an all
metal structure more suited to the capabilities of Thailand's emergent aerospace
industry. (Milavnews, October 19u2, p. 21).
1
See discussion of intra-third world trade, above PP.46-49.

2
Examples include Iraq, which during 1982 received supplies from Spain and

Switzerland, in addition to France and the U.S. Spain has also been linked
unofficially with the training of Iraqi pilots and ground crews. Switzerland
is reported to have overhauled helicopters for the Iraqis. Argentina has pur-
chased 27 Kurassier Ught tanks from Austria and the Benin government took de-
livery with 19s2 of a transport plane from Holland. Bolivia plans to pur-
chase all 52 of Belgium's surplus F-104G Starfigliters. (Milavnews, January
1983, pp. 1-24).

*1.



and in some instances serve as a source for older surplus mil-

itary equipment. Barter arrangements which exchange natural

resources such as oil, perhaps other manufactured goods--including

military-related items produced in third world industries, to

offset the cost of military assistance, will probably be a logical

next step for resource needy Europeans and the financially strapped

LDCs.

As noted above, similar developments are now underway in the

third world, with the more industrially advanced beginning to pro-
1

vide like services to the less industrialized among them. Here

barter financing already characterizes an increasingnumber of
2

military sales.
1

Older military equipment, usually purchased elsewhere, rather than indigen-
ously produced weapon systems, make-up a large proportion of the intra-third
world arms trade. All of Libya's and Saudi Arabia's exports, for example,
are third country transfers. Argentina's orders from Israel in 1982/3 are
reported to include 22 Israeli produced versions of the French Mirage 5
(Daggers) as well as 16 French Mirage IIICJs, and 18 U.S. A-4E/Skyhawks.
The Argentinians have also purchased 10 French Mirage 5Ps from Peru and 12
EMB 326 Xavante armed trainers made by Brazil. It is rumored that Israel
is offering sizable stocks of weapons captured from the PLO in Lebanon (which
were, for the most part, retransfers themselves) at very low prices to Costa
Rica, Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala. (Milavnews, January 1983, pp. 1-2,
and 19). Thus arms provided by LDC suppliers represent a mixed bag of third
country transfers and domestically produced items with the largest proportion
represented by the former rather than the latter.

2
Recent examples include Iran and North Korea. It is reported that in return
for oil shipments and hard currency, North Korea has been the source of about
40 percent of the $2 billion worth of weapons, ammunition, and equipment ac-
quired by Iran in 1982. Supplies have included 150 T-62 tanks, 400 guns,
1,000 mortars, 600 AA guns and 12,000 smaller weapons and ammunition of
Soviet, Chinese and indigenous origin. North Korea also despatched 300 mil-
itary instructors to train Iranian forces. Iran's suppliers during 1982
included Libya, Syria, Israel, the U.S.S.R. and several European countries.
(Milavnews, January 1983, p. 20).

Brazil too, has been negotiating barter arms sales. To compete with
British and French companies, a team of Brazilian negotiators "appears ready
to close a sizable contract for armored vehicles with Nigeria-possibly a
barter arrangement for petroleum." A similar arrangement seems imminent with
the Congo and oil-rich Angola. Commenting on these de-
velopments, one observer writes: "There is no indication that the Brazilian
drive (to sell arms) will lessen in the future: quite the contrary . . . The
economic "miracle" of the early 1970's, threatened by OPEC's spiralling prices
(Brazil imports three-quarters of its oil) literally demands that Brazil in-
crease its exports in all areas . . . The fact that many of the major weaoons

.9
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Statistical evidence of these trends can be found in almost

all available data. Table 11., below derived from SIPRI Registers,

shows the extent to which LDC recipients are diversifying their

sources of supply. Between 1971/2 and 1981/2, the number of

third world states receiving arms from four or more suppliers

trebled, rising from 10 to 32. By 1981/2, thirty-nine percent

of the LDCs receiving arms were acquiring them from four or more

sources, a rise of 24 percentage points over 1971/2, while other

categories of recipients--those receiving arms from one, two,
1

or three suppliers--declined in number.

Table 9. (above) based on State Department figures, indicates

that since 1972 there has been a significant rise in the number

of weapon systems transferred to the less industrialized states

from "Minor European States" in all their export categories other

than supersonic aircraft. And Table 12., (below) derived from

SIPRI data, shows the rising proportion of LDCs receiving military

equipment from the smaller European and other third world states.

The number of industrializing states supplied by the former rose

from 24.2 percent in 1971/2 to 46.9 in 1981/2 (an increase of

23 percentage points); the number receiving arms from the latter

grew from 18.2 percent to 26.3 percent during the same time period,

an increase of 26 percentage Points.
(footnote cont'd)
sales have been made to oil-exporting nations (Libya, Iraq, Qatar, Abu Dhabi,
Angola, Nigeria, Indonesia) reveals a . . . compelling motivation." (John
Hoyt Williams, "Brazil: Giant of the Southern Hemisphere," National Defense,
November 1982, p. 20).

1
In addition to Iran, discussed above (fn 2, p. 72), there are many examples

of diversified sources of supply to third world states in 19U3. These in-
clude: Iraq which has and will receive military equipment from France, the
U.S., Spain, Switzerland, and possibly West Germany. Argentina has committed
itself to the purchase of over $i billion for arms replacement from Israel,
Peru, Brazil, France, Austria, West Germany, and possibly the Soviet Union.
Egypt will receive defense items from China, France, the U.S. and Great Britain.
India has contracted to purchase weapons from France, the U.K., West Germany,
and the U.S. (Milavnews, January 1983, pp. 1-24).

I.................. ................. . -r



Table 11.

Diversification of Military Suppliers:
Number of Third World Countries

Receiving Arms From One, Two, Three, or Four + Suppliers
1972/3 - 1981/2

1972/3 1981/2
No. of 3rd No. of 3rd % Change

World Recipients World Recipients
(66) (83)

No. % No. %

No. of Suppliers

One Supplier 30 46.0 24 29.0 - 17.0

Two Suppliers 15 23.0 19 23.0 0.0

Three Suppliers 11 17.0 8 10.0 - 7.0

Over Four Suppliers 10 15.0 32 39.0 + 24.0

Source: Derived from SIPRI Register of World's Arms Trade, SIPRI YEARBOOK,
197 , pp. 267-286; SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1982, pp. 194-238.

-- 01
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Table 12.

Number of Third World Countries
Receiving Major Weapon Systems

By, Regional Suppliers
1972/3 - 1981/2

1972/3 1981/2

No. of 3rd No. of 3rd % Change
World Recipients World Recipients

(66) (83)

No. % No. %
Regional Suppliers

U.S./U.S.S.R. 42 63.6 59 71.1 + 7.5

Major European States 40 60.6 52 62.7 + 2.1

Minor European States 16 24.2 39 46.9 +22.7

Third World States 12 18.2 37 44.5 +26.3

Source: Derived from SIPRI Register of the World's Arms Trade, SIPRI
YEARBOOK, 197 , pp. 267-286; SIPRI YEARBOOK, 1982, pp. 194-238.

France, United Kingdom, Italy, Federal Republic of Germany

Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland. - den, Ireland,
Yugoslavia, Poland, Democratic Republic of Germany, Czecho slovakia;
also includes Australia, Canada, and New Zealand

China, Israel, Brazil, Argentina, South Africa, South Korea, Libya,
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Indonesia, Singapore, India, Turkey, Algeria,
Chile, Iran
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Conclusion

Thus, a division of labor within the world's military

industrial production and arms transfer systems seems about to take

place. The two largest and most industrialized states -- the U.S.

and U.S.S.R. -- will specialize in the research and development of
1

the world's most sophisticated technologies. Gradually, the

composition of their exports will shift from complete weapon systems

to other kinds of defense-related equipment and servtces. For the

rest of the world's smaller and/or less industrialized states,

symbiotic relationships will emerge involving cooperative manufacturing

and trade relationships. In such a system, the future for the

larger, industrially advanced LDCs is not unpromising. There will

be opportunities for them to handle not only more complex production

tasks, but the manufacture and export of intermediate-level weapon

systems, components, and miscellaneous servicesto other third world

and small country buyers, and perhaps to the industrial giants as

well.

However, although the new division of labor implies a

greater degree of interdependence in the world's arms production and

trade system, it also implies the perpetuation of a considerable

amount of dependency for the smaller or less industrialized states.

There is, for example, no sign that the LDCs will ever reach a

saturation point in their demand for advanced components, composite

materials, computers, computer software, engines, simulators,

1
It is not inconceivable that China will one day join the ranks of

the world's sophisticated arms producers, since its size
provides the necessary factors of scale to make such production
possible and profitable. Political factors and economic constraints,
however, make such an eventuality a V ery lQng-exm-:possibility.

.-. ---.
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scientific instruments, etc. which remain beyond their production

capabilities. Nor is there a liklihood that the foreign echange

earned from the direct licensing fees, technical data, packages, or

knock-down assembly kits and associated support services will diminish

for the major industrialized producers. Licensing, coproduction,

and joint venture agreements still require large-scale assistance

from the supplier, e.g. tooling equipment, and the inevitable servicing
1

and up-grading of that equipment; training in manufacturing and

operating procedures; refitting to upgrade weapon platforms already

in service; and in some instances the provision of complete turnkey

factories, often including managerial and technical personnel from
2

the seller country. The growth of these service and production

industries promise to more than compensate for any decline in the

number of jobs or loss of exports due to the manufacture of other

defense items in industrializing countries.3  Therefore, given the high

Gmplex tooling technology often changes more rapidly than the item
it produces. Newer, more efficient manufacturing techniques are constantly
introduced in order to keep manufacturing costs down and remain competititve.-
(Interview with State Department official, January 1983.)

2 The Soviet Union, for instance, has offered to train personnel and set up fully
operative plants for the production of the latest model MiGs in India. ("Soviet
Ihion Says Its Eager to Hlp India Produce Arms," The New York Times, March
20, 1982.) A French industrial group has been discussing with the Argentine
government the possibility of building a factory in Buenos Aires for the
production of French armored vehicles under license. (Aviation Week and Space
Technology, September 1982.) The Chinese have already provided Pakistan with
a complete factory for assembly and overhaul, see above, p. 48.

3rhe typical'cost for a' jet aircraft, for example, generally breaks down into
one-third for the air frame, one-third for the engine, and one-third for the
avionics. Most developing countries are dependent on major suppliers for the
latter tw items, or at least two-thirds the cost of the plane. Brazil serves
as a good illustration. Although Brazil has stopped buying fly-away
military jet aircraft fran the U.S. (because of dctestic production), it continues
to purchase components, transportation and commercial aircraft. Therefore,
U.S. aeronautical exports to Brazil totalled $192.8 million in 1981. Of this
$115 million was for Piper kits and other parts and components. Another $41
million was for cmuercial transports and $636 thousand was for piston engine
aircraft. ("Brazilian Export Policy Sparks Criticism," Aviation Week and Space
Technology, JUne 21, 1982, pp. 60-1.)
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-ost of modern weapons, for the

irdustrialized North the constant dollar value of the flow of

military technology to the South gives every indication of not only

Iaintaining itself but rising.

Obviously, some LICs have and will become successful producers

and exporters of one or more of themajor weapon systems; but for

every LIC which becomes a net exporter of planes, or ships, or

armored fighting vehicles, the more industrialized countries, by

specializing in high technologies and investing generously in

R&D, will have little difficulty finding new areas of competitive

advantage. Seen from this perspective, the structure of the global

arms production system gives little hint of change. The picture is

one of a growing pie, not a zero sum pie,

with third world industries advancing and integrating into the

established system rather than sustaining a challenge to it.

Summing Up

The predictions and conclusions advanced here, grew like

Topsy, out of the present writer's observation of the world arms

trade. They are presented here with some miscellaneous evidence

to support them. But the future envisioned in this paper is based

on a gradualist model of industrial development. It assumes that

over time, the embryonic beginnings observed today will develop into

predictable maturity tomorrow. However, new, unanticipated factors

are bound to appear. No crystal ball can be expected to project

the full panoply of new and unforeseen circumstances. And therein

lies the danger of prediction. Nevertheless, with this caveat in

mind, a vision of the future international arms trade and production

is offered here for further scrutiny and i:-vestigation. Ultimately,

its relevance will be tested by the future itself.
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